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A Word About BNL

Brookhaven National Laboratory is a multipro-
gram laboratory which carries out basic and
applied research in the physical, biomedical and
environmental sciences and in selected energy
technologies. The Laboratory is managed by
Associated Universities, Inc., under contract
with the U.S. Department of Energy. The Labora-
tory employs over 3,000 people.

Established in 1946, BNL is located on Long
Island, New York, on the site of what was known
as Camp Upton, a training camp for U.S. soldiers
during World War I and World War II. Now, in the
center of the 5,265-acre site, over 250 buildings
and other structures make up BNL's physical
plant.
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Brookhaven Today

|ith this issue we
I inaugurate a new
I format and a new pol-
icy for the Brook-

I haven Highlights. We
I are returning to an
I annual review, rather

than continuing the biennial publi-
cation of the last 14 years. We are
also making Highlights just that —
highlights of the work accomplished
by the Laboratory staff, with a brief
summary of the overall mission of
each department. Every year, we will
highlight different aspects of the
scientific and technical advances
made at BNL. In addition, we shall
include information about personnel
and budgets, awards and honors,
and the dozens of meetings the
Laboratory hosted on an array of
scientific topics.

One of the Laboratory's primary
functions continues to be the build-
ing, operation and research use of
large scientific machines. This
involves high energy physics at the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS), nuclear physics at the Tan-
dem Van de Graaff accelerator, and
basic energy sciences at the National
Synchrotron Light Source, the High
Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR) and the
Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscope.

It is our intent to build and
expand upon these strengths.

A step in this direction, a tunnel
linking the Tandem Van de Graaff to
the AGS, permitting the acceleration
of ions as heavy as sulfur up to rela-
tivistic energies, has been approved
and construction has begun. In our
budget request for fiscal year 1986 is
a booster synchrotron which, when
inserted into the Tandem/AGS sys-
tem, will not only appreciably
increase the available proton inten-
sity of the AGS, but will also extend
the mass region of the reiativlstic
heavy ion beams, up to gold. Long-

range plans include a relativistic
heavy ion collider where the Tan-
dem/Booster/AGS will inject rela-
tivistic heavy ions into a colliding
beam machine for the next genera-
tion of even higher energy interac-
tions, and an upgrade of the HFBR
to more effectively utilize the source
of cold neutrons by adding substan-
tial floor space for nine new
advanced experimental instruments.

An interesting and valuable out-
growth of the variety of investiga-
tions made possible by our facilities
is the rapid increase in the number
of industrial scientists who have
been added to our visitors list. This
broadened community of users
(complementing our academic and
Laboratory personnel) and a more
progressive governmental attitude
toward patent policies are encourag-
ing the use of Laboratory facilities
and staff to assist in the country's
technological development.

The Laboratory also opens its
doors to students from high school
through graduate school. The train-
ing programs are many and varied,
and some are designed for science
teachers to enable them to keep up
with their research and with the
latest scientific advances.

While the stories in this issue
highlight only the major happenings
of the last 18 months, ongoing
research in many areas proceeds at a
steady pace. As a multipurpose
laboratory. BNL has directed its
attention not only to physical sci-
ences, but to energy technology, ap-
plied sciences, life sciences, and to
various kinds of technical assistance
for the U.S. Department of Energy
and the Nuclear Regulptory
Commission.

I hope the following pages will
convey to you the breadth of our
research, the enthusiasm of our staff
and our part in the national scien-
tific effort.

Nicholas P. Samios
Director





The AGS:
An Anniversary
Salute

Since it began operating in 1960, Brook-
haven's Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS) has generated protons for both high
energy and nuclear physics experiments. Now,
about to celebrate its silver anniversary, the
AGS also continues to generate superlatives.

I he "World's Highest
Energy Accelerator" —
that's what the AGS
became almost as
soon as we began to

I circulate protons
I through the accelera-

tor at energies as high as 33 billion
electron volts (GeV). Though this
happened almost 25 years ago, the
idea that made the AGS possible sur-
faced about eight years earlier, in
1952. At that time, our pride cen-
tered on our newly operating Cosmo-
tron. which could reach energies of 3
billion electron volts. Behind the
scenes, however, we were already
asking, "What would we do differ-
ently to build a bigger and better
Cosmotron?"

The revolutionary answer was
"alternating gradient" or "strong"
focusing. We found that the particles
could be focused more strongly, and
thus confined to much smaller
dimensions, if the magnets through
which they travel were arranged in
such a way that the field gradients of
successive magnets were alternated,
first inward, then outward.

The smaller beam created by
strong focusing permitted the use of
magnets with much smaller cross
sections. Because these were smaller
and less expensive than larger
magnets, they could be made
stronger, bringing the accelerator to
new energy plateaus. Since that
time, alternating gradient focusing
has been used worldwide as one of"
the guiding principles behind every
new accelerator.

The AGS first reached its design
energy on July 29.1960. and the
experimental program was off and
running. It has been a most fruitful
program, yielding an impressive
number of significant discoveries,
two of which, the J/psi particle and
CP violation, have earned the AGS the
distinction of having produced two
discoveries which were awarded
Nobel Prizes, in 1976 and 1980
respectively.



Main AGS Control Room on Friday, July
29,1960, at approximately 4:00 p.m.



The AGS: An Anniversaiy Salute (continued)

Superlatives continued to mount
for the AGS in 1984. By the end
of the year, the AGS had
accelerated over 1021

(1,000,000.000,000,000,000,000)
protons in its lifetime, more than
any other high energy machine,
earning the title of "World's Most
Prolific Accelerator."

In 1984, the AGS also became the
"World's Most Polarized Accelerator."
The AGS claimed this distinction in
July, when we began delivering
beams of polarized protons to
experimenters.

In order to accelerate polarized
protons, which .pin in the same
direction, we had to modify the AGS
rather extensively. This work began
in 1982, and included:
• creating and commissioning a
new ion source for polarized nega-
tive hydrogen (H~) ions.
• developing a new pre-
accelerator. a radio frequency
quadrupole (RFQ), to replace the
Cockcroft-Walton.
• building, then installing in the
AGS ring, 12 fast (1.6 microseconds)
pulsed quadrupoles and power sup-
plies for 96 correction dipoles.

Milestones came quickly. On June
17,1983, we set a new world record
for output of polarized ions with the
new source; on February 14,1984,
the RPQ worked beautifully on its
first try, accelerating 40% of the
injected beam; on February 23, a
beam of polarized protons was accel-
erated to 200 MeV in the AGS injec-
tor, the Linac: on March 8, polarized
protons were accelerated into the
AGS ring for the first time; and on
July 13, researchers began experi-
menting with these spin-aligned
particles.

BLIP, CLIF and MBIN

Near the end of their journey down
the 537-foot-long, 200 MeV Linac.
some excess particles are diverted for
use by non-high energy physics
experiments. The Brookhaven Linac
Isotope Producer, or BLIP, is a facility
of the Medical Department, which
regularly ships BLIP radioisotopes to
bot1" medical users and industry.
The Chemistry Department has a
research facility known as the Chem-
istry Linac Irradiation Facility (CLIF),
which is used to produce radionu-
clides. CLIF includes a Medium
Energy Intense Neutron facility
(MEIN), where neutron-rich radionu-
clides are produced for study.
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RFQ Preaccelerator

Until this year, we accelerated H
ions to initial energies of 750,000
electron volts only in the Cockcroft-
Walton. But we knew this huge
preaccelerator would be very clumsy
for polarized protons. So, we turned
to a new concept: the much smaller
radio frequency quadrupole, or RPQ.

On March 19,1984, we ran the
two-meter-long RFQ for the first time,
accelerating 4 X 109 protons in the
AGS, while preserving 60% polariza-
tion to above 4 GeV and 25% to
above 6 GeV. The RPg became the
first such device to be used in an
operating accelerator. Our RPg is
also unique in that it is the only one
that accelerates polarized iiogative
hydrogen ions, which, after electrons
are later stripped away, end up in
the AGS as polarized protons.

Machine Upgrades

In addition to an upgrade of the
On-Line Data Facility, our construc-
tion efforts at the AGS in 1984
resulted in:
• an internal target for Exp. 778, to
study nuclear fragments in FY85.
• a betatron tune meter, a monitor
which measures, once per accelera-
tion cycle, the horizontal and vertical
tune of the AGS.
• an injection position monitor,
which measures the position and
angle of the beam at injection, and a
similar device that also measures the
positions of individual bunches of
particles, the individual bunch coor-
dinate monitor
• a series of five new extraction
magnets.
• a new U target station to provide
for a 50% increase in neutrino beam
flux.



The AGS: An Anniversaiy Salute (continued)
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Any machine which can accelerate
both polarized and unpolarized
protons, deliver protons to experi-
menters in three different beam
modes, and serve up to 11 different
experimental beams at one time is
certainly a candidate for another
superlative: "World's Most Versatile
Accelerator." And future plans for
the AGS make its claim to this title
even siroiiger.

We have already begun working on
a project which will introduce a
whole new type of physics research
at the AGS — the transfer of heavy
ions from the Tandem Van de Graaff
and the acceleration of heavy ion
beams for experiments with fixed
targets, planned to begin in 1986.
Last fall, with funding from the
Nuclear Physics Division of the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), we
began to construct the 2000-foot-
long heavy ion transfer line.

The future of the AGS was the sub-
ject of an intensive study by the AGS
II Task Force, formed by the High
Energy Discussion Group. The Task
Force held a series of four meetings
in the winter of 1983-84 and
reported on its recommendations in
February 1984. Based in part on
those recommendations, a five-year
plan was submitted by BNL to DOE in
March, emphasizing the following
objectives:

In the next three yean, to
• improve AGS operating reliability
from 70% to 90%.
• increase the overall duty factor
from 20% to 40% (90% microstruc-
ture and 45% macrostructure).
• increase intensity to 3-5 X 1013

protons per pulse by adding a 1 GeV
booster ring.
• provide increased flexibility in
multiple beam operation.

Completing these near-term objec-
tives would require, among other
efforts, a major revamping of the AGS
control system and the construction
of a second RPQ to replace the
Cockcroft-Walton.



In the longer term, to

• increase the duty factor for the
slowly extracted beam by adding a
stretcher ring.
• increase intensity to 1011 protons
per pulse by further improvements
to the AGS and the booster.

The booster ring, which figures
importantly in both our long-term
and short-term plans, would be built
between the existing 200 MeV Linac
and the structure which housed the
original AGS 50 MeV Linac injector,
to serve both the proton and heavy
ion programs at the AGS. This boos-
ter is also critical to our plans fora
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC).
A proposal for RHIC has been sub-
mitted to DOE. If it is approved, the
AGS will go on to still another duty,
serving as the injector for this large
accelerator, which would collide ions
up to A = -200 at -100 GeV/nu-
cleon at a luminosity of 102' cm"2 s"1.

Right, above: Larry Ratner of BNL
(standing) and Alan Krisch, University
of Michigan, monitor the data on the
control room computer screen as polar-
ized proton experimentation begins at
the AGS.

An aerial view of the Alternating Gra-
dient Synchrotron. The Linac (upper
left) is the injector for the AGS ring. The
large building in firont of the ring houses
the Accelerator Department and the
AGS control room. Other structures in
the area are used to service the acceler-
ator and for experiments.



The Big Machines

Brookhaven has always maintained a strong spirit of
cooperative research. Large numbers of visiting scientists,
primarily from universities, use the Laboratory's unique
facilities to do research not possible otherwise. BNL also
encourages interaction with industry in the application of
new knowledge.

Close to 30 facilities are available for non-proprietary,
usually basic, research. Proprietary research maybe per
formed under a formal agreement between BNL and the
outside user.

Previous pages described Brookhaven's Alternating Gra-
dient Synchrotron, a venerable machine that has served
literally thousands of users in its 25-year history. High-
lighted on these pages are BNL's other major facilities that
serve the scientific community of the world.

National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS)

The NSLS is the world's brightest source of ultraviolet radiation, and x rays
will be available to users in 1985. A wide range of research equipment is
available for basic and applied studies in condensed matter, surface studies,
photochemistry and photophysics, lithography, crystallography, small angle
scattering and x-ray microscopy. Proprietary work can be done on a full-cost
recovery basis, with the option of retaining title to inventions. In 1984.137
scientists did experiments at the NSLS.



High Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR)
The 60-megawatt HFBR provides an
intense source of particularly pure
thermal neutrons. Emphasis is on
the study of fundamental problems
in solid state and nuclear physics
and in structural biology and chem-
istry. Various instruments are avail-
able, and special equipment exists
for experiments at high and low
tempertures, high magnetic fields
and high pressure.

Tandem Van de Graaff
Accelerator Facility
A wide selection of light and heavy
ion beams are available at this
machine for applications in materials
research. Efforts are made to facili-
tate users' work by having the
machines operate around-the-clock,
by developing easy-to-use equip-
ment and by providing technical
assistance in setting up experiments.

13



The Big Machines (continued)

Scanning Transmission
Electron Microscope (STEM)

STEM provides a 2.5-angstrom reso-
lution on biological specimens. The
microscope can also determine
molecular weight and mass distribu-
tion within single macromolecules
and complexes. Research time on the
machine is allocated in one-week
blocks by the STEM Advisory
Committee.

SUPPORTING UNIVERSITIES OR INDUSTRY

EXTERNAL USE IN % OPERATING COST
(IN THOUSANDS OF $) 60,000

Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

Tandem Van de Graaff

National Synchrotron Light Source

• High Flux Beam Reactor I

Scanning Transmission I
Electron Microscope

TOTAL OPERATING COST 79,000



Accelerator
Department

Since 1947, when we first conceived the Cos-
motron, Brookhaven has been a leader in
advanced accelerator technology. Under the aus-
pices of the Accelerator Department, we have
incorporated that technology into the develop-
ment and operation of high energy facilities, as
well as non-accelerator applications.

At present, our principal facility is the Alter-
nating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). We are also
preparing concepts for future accelerator appli-
cations. Some of our skills are being applied to
the national effort behind the proposed Super-
conducting Super Collider. During 1984, we also
submitted two proposals to the U.S. Department
of Energy, one for a booster ring to push AGS
particles to higher energies and one for a Relati-
vistic Heavy Ion Collider.

Probably our best-known spin-off is the Power
Transmission Project, a prototype system for the
inexpensive transmission of electrical power.
The techniques for cooling the superconducting
cables which act as the system's power trans-
mission lines were borrowed from accelerator
technology.



...There Stands a Source

From the Linac to the AGS ring, down the experimental
beam lines to the targets, all our efforts at the Alternating
Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) are geared towards one goal:
successful high energy and nuclear research. But behind
all this — behind every successful accelerator, in fact —
there stands a source.

That source is the wellspring for all the particles that
circulate through the accelerator. In the AGS, these parti-
cles have always been protons, but over the years those
protons have been derived from several different sources.
At present, we at BNL are working on two source projects,
with our primary goal to increase experimental opportuni-
ties at the AGS.

j he first of these sour-
ces — an intense
polarized negative ion
source — is a key
component in the new
high energy polarized

I proton program at the
AGS. The negative hydrogen (H~)
ions produced in this source are
polarized, which means they all spin
in the same direction.

The creation of polarized H beams
begins with the separation of hydro-
gen molecules, each into two hydro-
gen atoms. From these, we magneti-
cally weed out all particles having
one spin direction, leaving neutral
hydrogen (H°) atoms, all with the
same polarization. These H° atoms
then collide with an energetic, neu-
tral cesium beam (Cs°). The collision
promotes a charge_ exchange which
yields a beam of H ions. After enter-
ing the AGS ring, the polarized H"
ions pass through a very thin carbon
foil. There, two electrons are stripped
from them, leaving only polarized
protons.

Work on the polarized negative ion
source began in early 1981. In July
of 1983, we measured beam currents
in excess of 15 microamperes (juA), a
new world record for this type of
source. By September 1984, that had
climbed to 25 /*A.

The present current from the
polarized negative ion source is suf-

16 ficient for the polarized proton

research that began at the AGS in
July 1984. These beam currents,
however, are considerably lower than
beams extracted from our regular
negative ion source, which is still
used for the other experimental pro-
grams at the AGS. Now we are trying
to prove that it is possible to con-
struct a single source from which we
can extract milliamperes of either
unpolarized or polarized negative
ions. Not only would this permit us
to serve all our present types of
experiments with only one source,
but the availability of such a source
would also open up a completely new
experimental physics domain. Our
challenge here, then, is primarily to
create an ion source that can achieve
intensities sufficient for polarized
and unpolarized experimentation.

Satisfying those demands requires
that we create a next-generation
source capable of beam currents as
high as 25 milliamperes, in both the
polarized and unpolarized beam
modes. We believe a combination of
two new features should help us
realize that goal.

Like the present polarized negative
ion source, the new source will start
with neutral hydrogen atoms. But we
will bring these H° atoms to very low
temperatures — down to around
seven kelvins. The cooling will slow
the atomic beam considerably,
increasing its density (and the final
beam intensity) by at least an order
of magnitude.

The second increase in intensity
will come from using negative deute-
rium (D ) ions, rather than neutral
cesium atoms, in the charge ex-
change process. To do this we will
build a ring magnetron, which will
surround the oncoming H° beam
with D ions that will cross-collide
with the atomic beam. Theoretically,
this could increase the polarized H~
intensity by two orders of
magnitude.

Feasibility tests will be conducted
on this idea, now in the conceptual
stage, in 1985. Based on the success-
ful outcome of those studies, we
would design and construct the
next-generation polarized ion source
in 1986.
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One measurement of just how
busy the sources at the AGS
have been is the total number of
protons accelerated in any given
year. The chart at left, which
covers each fiscal year since
1981, accumulates that total
month by month. How that
correlates with the hours avail-
able for experimentation can be
seen by comparing these chart?.
The number of hours the AGS
runs varies from year to year,
depending on the the current
levels of funding and mainte-
nance requirements.

. ' F ' M ' A ' M ' J ' J ' A ' s
"FISCAL YEAR "

James Aleut gives the polarized nega-
tive ion source a once-over, while Ahovi
Kponou (foreground) monitors its per-
formance with an oscilloscope.
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The Focus Is on Neutrinos

Exploring the particle world requires huge amounts of
experimental planning and support activities. A case in
point is neutrino experimentation, which benefited from
many of our efforts in 1984 at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS). In particular, we developed an experi-
mental area for a new neutrino experiment, 776, and
designed and constructed a particle focusing system to
serve both 776 and existing experiment 734.
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hough both experi-
ments rely on the
newest in detectors

I and accelerator tech-
nology, the neutrinos
they focus on have

I been around as long
as our universe, having evolved with
the weak interaction, the force asso-
ciated with radioactivity and nuclear
decay.

Brookhaven's association with
these elusive particles is not new
either. In 1962, AGS physicists per-
formed the world's first high energy
experiment, which resulted in the
discover/ of the muon-neutrino.
Then. ir. 1974, an unusual neutrino
event occurred when neutrino exper-
imentation at Brookhaven moved to
the 7-foot bubble chamber. This later
proved to be the first single charmed
particle, a charmed baryon. Today,
researchers here look for neutrinos
with huge detectors. The detector for
Exp. 734. for example, weighs about
200 tons, and Exp. 776's weighs over
300 tons.

Since 1981, Exp. 734 has been
measuring neutrino-electron elastic
scattering, to test the Weinberg-
Salam theory of electroweak interac-
tions. Beginning in November 1984,
Exp. 776 will search for signs that
neutrinos can change from one type
of neutrino to another (oscillate), to
determine whether they have any
mass. If the mass is small, that
change would occur at AGS energies,
slowly and over a long distance, so
the detector for Exp. 776 is located
almost one kilometer (0.6 miles)
north of the AGS ring. In addition to
providing a building there, we sup-
port the experiment with utilities,

carpentry, cooling and surveying.
Another of our contributions was to
build, test and measure the five
toroid magnets used in the detector
system, each of which weighs about
38.5 tons and is 18 feet in diameter
by seven inches thick.

When the first beam of neutrinos
strikes the toroids in November
1984. particles will also pass
through two new narrow-band neu-
trino horns for the first time. Called
neutrino horns, (because each of the
two major components resembles a
long, slim horn), the 33-foot-long
focusing system will rarely see a neu-
trino. What will pass through it will
be the pi M mesons produced when
the AGS fast extracted proton beam
strikes a tungsten-rhenium target.
The horns will focus the n mesons
into a parallel beam with a well-
defined energy, which will travel out
of the horns and down the U-line
tunnel toward the experiment. Along
the way. a large fraction of the IT'S
will decay, and one product of the
decay will be neutrinos.

The new horns represent a several-
fold improvement over previous
homs. First, because the location
has been moved to allow a longer
decay space, and because the larger
horns can focus more n mesons, we
will get more decay products and
thus more neutrinos, for an increase
of about a factor of ten in neutrino
intensity, for narrow band running.

Much of our effort went into horn
design. Earlier horns, placed in
earthen tunnels to shield against
radioactivity, were difficult to repair
or change. The components of the
new horns are positioned on flatbeds
for mobility and shielded by movable



concrete slabs 25 feet thick, so the
new horns will be both safer and eas-
ier to maintain.

Several other AGS activities have
also enhanced the neutrino experi-
ments, particularly our continuing
effort to increase AGS intensity.
While important to all experiments
at the AGS, the record intensity of
1.62 X 1013 protons per pulse that we
achieved in December 1983 is par-
ticularly helpful to the neutrino
experiments: the more protons avail-
able, the more v mesons will be
created to decay into neutrinos.

Similarly, our increased under-
standing and refinement of the AGS

radio frequency system is helpful
because it allows us to accelerate
more of the protons injected into the
AGS. And with 10% more operating
time in 1984, experiments like 734
and 776 had more time and more
neutrinos, so that researchers were
able to collect more data.

If pi mesons could see, this would be
their view as they enter the new neu-
trino horns at the AGS. The two parts of
the focusing system are called neutrino
horns because, after passing through
them, the pi mesons decay into the neu-
trinos that are analyzed by the detectors
of Experiments 734 and 776.
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A Quest for Quark Matter

Understanding our universe has been somewhat like peel-
ing the layers of an onion. First physicists looked into the
atom and found a nucleus surrounded by orbiting elec-
trons. Then they peered into the nucleus and learned it
was composed of particles called neutrons and protons,
known collectively as hadrons. Now they contemplate
those hadrons, which are believed to consist of fundamen-
tal entities called quarks, held together in combinations of
three by other fundamental entities called gluons.

he quark-gluon sym-
biosis is so tight that
free quarks and/or
gluons have never
been observed. But
theory indicates that
if heavy atomic nuclei

collide head-on at energies
approaching the speed of light (rela-
tivistic). some nuclei will become
heated to temperatures and densi-
ties so extreme that their constitu-
ents will temporarily lose their iden-
tities as neutrons and protons, and
become a hot gas of quarks and
gluons. That would create a new
form of matter: a quark-gluon
plasma. Known to physicists as
quark matter, we believe its proper-
ties would reflect the conditions that
existed at the earliest moments fol-
lowing the birth of the universe.

There is great interest in creating
quark matter, both on the part of
nuclear physicists, who have always
studied nucleus-nucleus collisions,
and high energy physicists, who
have long used high energies to
probe the most basic constituents of
matter. During 1984, Brookhaven
was a center of activity for both
physics communities in formulating
the proposal for RHIC, a relativistlc
heavy ion collider designed to
recreate the conditions necessary to
form quark matter.

Our RHIC proposal, which was
formally submitted to the U.S.
Department of Energy IDOE) at the
end of 1984, calls for construction to
begin in 1987 on a collider to be
completed in 1991. Brookhaven is an
ideal location fora relativistic heavy

20 ion collider, because most of the

injector system and the conventional
facilities already exist.

Central to a RHIC injector is the
existing Alternating Gradient Syn-
chrotron (AGS). as well as two other
components which are indepen-
dently important to new physics
research at the AGS and should be
completed well before RHIC construc-
tion would begin. The first compo-
nent, for which ground was broken
in the fall of 1984. is a transfer line
that, will send heavy ions from
Brookhaven's Tandem Van de Graaff
accelerator to the AGS. A proposal for
the second component, a booster
ring to push the heavy ions to higher
energies before they enter the AGS,
was submitted to DOE in mid-1984.

The 2.4-mile circular tunnel that
would house RHIC already exists on
the north side of the Laboratory
property. Also, there are the tunnels
from the AGS. support buildings,
three experimental areas, a central
control building and a complete
helium refrigeration system, the
world's largest. All were built for the
Colliding Beam Accelerator (CBA)
project, before the project was termi-
nated in July 1983. Our CBA work
also left us with an experienced
superconducting magnet group and
very large facilities for constructing,
assembling and testing supercon-
ducting magnets.

The collider that would make use
of these attractive assets would
accelerate all the ion species, up to
and including uranium, while the
design is optimized for beams of
gold. Heavy ions would circulate in
two opposing rings, colliding at six
points with an energy near 100 GeV
per nucleon in each beam — more
than enough energy, it is predicted,
to form quark matter. This is equiv-
alent to about 250 GeV for protons,
which RHIC could also accelerate.

To reach this energy, while holding
costs down, RHlC's superconducting
magnets would operate at the rela-
tively low magnetic field of 3.5 tesla.
The bunches of heavy ions injected
would fill the RHIC ring in box-car
fashion, one after the other, an
approach that is both simple and
cost effective.
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Another consideration in our RHIC
design was the effect of intrabeam
scattering, which occurs within a
beam when two particles traveling
together interact with each other.
When observed elsewhere in protons,
this scattering had had little impact.
But our calculations now show that
intrabeam scattering will cause a
bunch of heavy ions to grow, increas-
ing the beam's dimensions and
promoting a loss of beam particles,
which is undesirable. Larger aper-
tures to contain the beam, more
quadrupole magnets for stronger
focusing and more powerful radio
frequency apparatus to provide volt-
age will help RHIC accommodate this
effect.

That has been the crux of our
challenge: to take advantage of exist-
ing assets while meeting the new
demands presented by heavy ions.
RHIC may be designed to fit into an
existing tunnel, but in its design and
its implementation, it is a new and
truly unique machine which should
allow us to enter a completely
uncharted region to study the fun-
damental properties of a new state of
matter— quark matter.

The RHIC proposal would have
heavy ions traveling through
several of Brookhaveu's facili-
ties. From the source at the
Tandem Van de Graaff accelera-
tor, heavy ions would travel
through a 2000-foot transfer
tunnel to the proposed booster
ring, which would be built
between the Linac and the AGS,
to be raised to higher energies.
Then they would enter the AGS,
be accelerated to AGS energies,
and exit to the beam injection
tunnel to enter RHic's two rings.
There, traveling at energies of
100 GeV per nucleon, the heavy
ions would collide at six points
around the ring for study by
researchers at four experimental
areas.

TANDEM VAN DE GRAAFF
HEAVY ION SOURCE
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Theory and experimentation go hand in hand in
each of the areas of fundamental research
explored by the Physics Department: elementary
particle (or high energy) physics, solid state (or
condensed matter) physics, and nuclear physics.
Our solid state research is concerned with the
cohesive forces that bind atoms together to form
the various phases of condensed matter. The
basic nature of the structure of nuclei and
nucleons, as well as their interactions, command
our nuclear physicists' attentions. And in high
energy physics, our elementary particle physi-
cists probe the fundamental properties of the
world of the incredibfy small. Now engaging the
interest of a growing number of our nuclear and
particle physicists are the study of very high
density matter and the methods for production
of quark matter with the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider proposed by the Laboratory.



The Implications of CP Violation

In their search for a fundamental theory of nature, physi-
cists often use simplicity and symmetry as a guide. But
Nobel Prize-winning work done at Brookhaven in the early
1960's showed that one basic symmetry principle breaks
down in a tiny corner of the subatomic world. Today at
Brookhaven, our high energy theorists and experimental-
ists continue to try to understand this interesting phe-
nomenon, known as CP violation.
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11 was long thought
that the physics
would be identical if.

[ in any process, all par-
ticles were reolaced by

I their antiparticles
(charge conjugation,

or C) while all of their motions were
replaced by their mirror images (par-
ity, or P). Under this symmetry, for
example, the rate at which a lambda
particle decays into a proton and a
negative pion would equal the rate at
which a lambda antiparticle decays
into an antiproton and a positive
pion. i.e. A—p+7r~=A—p+;r+. And,
indeed, this symmetry is true for the
strong and electromagnetic forces
that hold nuclei and atoms together.
It is also true, to an extremely high
degree of accuracy, for the weak for-
ces associated with radioactive
decay.

It was only in 1964 that this sym-
metry principle was thrown into
doubt, when James W. Cronin. Val L.
Fitch and their collaborators .did an
accurate measurement of the decays
of neutral K mesons (K") at BNL's
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS). Only after all other attempts to
explain their results failed was the
strongly held belief in this symmetry
principle overcome. For discovering
CP violation, Cronin and Fitch
received the Nobel Prize in physics in
1980.

Today, 20 years after that discov-
ery, there has been no experimental
evidence of CP violation in any sys-
tem other than the weak K° decays.
Brookhaven theorists recently calcu-
lated the predictions of the currently
favored theory of weak decays — the

Kobayashi-Moskawa model — and
found that the predicted size of
other CP violations are always very
small. For example, the predicted dif-
ference between A—p+n-" and
A—p+jr+ is less than one part in a
million. For some new particles,
especially those containing the bot-
tom quark, much larger differences
have been found, but the basic pro-
cess itself is rare, so the prediction
has not yet been tested by
experiment.

The K°s. however, are an exception,
in terms of the amount of CP viola-
tion in the system, and so have been
the focus of many BNL experiments.
The K° and its antiparticle, the K°.
share nearly all the same properties.
Most important, they have exactly
the same mass, as well as the same
charge. As a result of a fundamental
principle of quantum mechanics,
they can "mix" and form two new
particles, which are partly K° and
partly K°. It turns out that these new
particles have nearly the same mass,
but very different lifetimes before
they decay, two features that make
them excellent probes of CP violation.

This was the basis of a very sensi-
tive experiment aimed at uncovering
the source of CP violation, which was
completed at the AGS in 1984. Exper-
iment 749. a BNL/Yale collaboration,
asked the basic question: Does the
CP violation result^ from the mixing
of the K° and the K°. or is there some
fundamental violation of CP in the
interaction of the quarks which
make up the K meson?

The so-called "superweak" theories
say the CP violation comes entirely
from the mixing, while other theor-



jes, like the Kobayashi-Moskawa
model, predict additional CP viola-
tion effects. If the phenomenon
results entirely from the mixing,
then the ratio of the rate of the long-
lived K decay into any particular par-
ticles, to the ratio of the rate of the
short-lived K decay into the same
particles, must be the same for all
possible final particles.

Experiment 749 was designed to
compare, precisely, this ratio for the
two possible final states, ir*tf and
JTV. using the intense K beams at
the AGS. About ten times the world's
previous sample of the rarest of
these decays, the K°—7r°7r°, was

accumulated. This was important
because accurate measurement of
this ratio requires that many decays
be measured. Based on these data,
we concluded that the ratios could,
at most, differ by a small amount.

This result is important to theo-
ries of particle decays. Our theorists
have been involved in an extensive
program to determine the precise
form of the interactions that give
rise to these decays. These studies
are closely related to three topical
issues: the lifetime of the recently
discovered B meson, the nature of CP
violation as measured in Exp. 749,
and the mass of the anticipated top

quark. As things now stand, with the
long lifetime of the B and the near
equality of the ratios of the K° decay
rates as determined by Exp. 749, the
Kobayashi-Moskawa model predicts
a lower bound for the top quark
mass.

Both theoretical and experimental
work is continuing in this exciting
area, where physicists are on the
verge of making a definitive conclu-
sion about the nature of the weak
decay interaction. Contributing to
that will be BNL's unique capability
of studying unusual and rare decays
of the K mesons. These decays pro-
vide a sensitive means for learning
about the fundamental forces of
nature, and we have committed
many resources over the next few
years to carrying out several rare K
decay experiments at the AGS.

Ling Lie Chau (left) and William Morse
discuss the data collected by AGS Exper-
iment 749 and its ramifications for the-
ories of CP violation.
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Measuring Magnetic Moments
With X Rays

New ground was broken by Brookhaven's solid state phys-
icists in 1984, when we successfully performed
synchrotron-based, magnetic x-ray scattering measure-
ments of the rare earth metal holmium (Ho).

I ntil recently, the only
practical means for
direct study of the
long range magnetic
order and critical
behavior displayed by

I magnetic materials
has been neutron diffraction. But
already, intriguing new results for
the magnetic structure of Ho have
been revealed by the high resolution
provided by synchrotron radiation.
Because they probe an unexplored
regime of the interaction of light
with matter, magnetic x-ray scatter-
ing experiments may ultimately
reveal new and unexpected physics
in both two- and three-dimensional
systems.

Although the theory of magnetic
x-ray scattering was published in
1970. and a few experiments subse-
quently performed, the technique
never became a useful tool for study-
ing the magnetic properties of solids,
largely because x-ray sources have
not been sufficiently intense. How-
ever, the advent of new. high brif'-.t-
ness synchrotron sources, such as
BNL's National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS). will make such mea-
surements possible, even routine.

Of particular interest to us in
planning to use the NSLS are the
structure and phase transitions of
two-dimensional materials, such as
the surface and absorbate layers of
solids. The development of the field
of two-dimensional physics has been
rapid over the last 15 years, both
because of its fundamental interest
and the wealth of technologically
useful information it has produced.
But because of the difficulty of the
experiments, x-ray scattering from
two-dimensional structures and sur-
faces has begun only in the last sev-
eral years.

As part of the preparation for
doing two-dimensional structural

26 and magnetic x-ray scattering exper-

iments at the NSLS in 1985. we spent
19S4 doing magnetic x-ray scatter-
ing experiments with Ho. First ve
used the weaker, rotating anodt
source located in our BNL laboratory,
and then the world's most intense x-
ray Deam line at the Stanford Syn-
chrotron Radiation Laboratory, built
in collaboration with Exxon and
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

When x rays strike a crystal, they
interact with and are scattered by
the electronic charge of each atom,
while neutrons are scattered by the
atomic nuclei. Since both x-ray and
neutron scattering techniques are
sensitive to the positions of the con-
stituent atoms in a solid, they may
be used to determine its crystal
structure and to understand ihe
nature of its structural phase
transitions.

In addition, both neutrons and
x rays are sensitive to the magnetic
moment of each atom in a crystal,
and so are also sensitive to the crys-
tal's magnetic structure. But while
the scattered nuclear and magnetic
intensities are rm ;hly comparable
for neutrons, the magnetic scatter-
ing of x rays is much weaker than
the charge scattering. In Ho. for
example, the magnetic x-ray scatter-
ing cross section is about 105 times
weaker than the charge scattering.

Nevertheless, the brightness avail-
able from a synchrotron source
makes such a small signal detect-
able. This is an exciting prospect,
since for certain materials and for
small volume samples, such as two-
dimensional structures, magnetic
x-ray scattering may be the only
technique available for studying long
range magnetic order.

Ho was chosen for our first mag-
netic x-ray scattering experiments
because it has a large magnetic
moment (IOJUB), its magnetic peaks
are well separated from the charge
peaks, and both the peak intensity
and position vary with temperature.
These features gave the best chance
for the magT.~ciC data to be distin-
guished from the structural data
and from the background.

Our work with Ho has resulted in
some new findings. First, the precise



dependence of the magnetic peak
position on temperature shows a
weak oscillation in holmiunVs simple
spiral phase, a phenomenon not pre-
viously observed in rare earth
metals. In addition, the magnetic
peaks become nearly six times as
broad as the temperature is reduced
below 20 kelvins. which is character-
istic of the appearance of short
range magnetic order. We are cur-
rently at work interpreting these
effects.

These initial experiments prove
the viability of the magnetic x-ray
scattering technique and demon-
strate its potential for providing new
information about magnetic mate-
rials, In the immediate future, we
plan to explore possible polarization
and resonance effects in the spin-
dependent cross section for Ho and
to extend the technique to study
some new materials.

A recent finding from Brook-
haven's magnetic z-ray scattering
experiment* at the Stanford Syn-
chrotron Radiation Laboratory is
that holmium's (Ho) magnetic
peaks broaden, as the temperature
is reduced below 20 kelvins (K).
This is vividly depicted in this
chart, which contrasts magnetic
peaks above and below 20 K, at
80 K and 13 K respectively. The y-
azis gives the number of photons
per second scattered from the
incident z-ray beam by the Ho
sample at a particular value of 1
(inverse angstroms). The z-axis
gives the direction of the scattered
beam in units of L

From left, Doon Glbbs, Kevin D'Amico
and David Moncton at work in the z-ray
laboratory at BNL. Gibbs is framed by a
spectrometer that measures scattered z
rays.
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Hyperons: The Inside Story

Looking inside an atomic nucleus is as predictable as gaz-
ing at a clear nighttime sky. Just as we expect to see cer-
tain stars and planets in the heavens, we count on "see-
ing" protons and neutrons (nucleons) in the nucleus. Still,
unexpected things like shooting stars and satellites some-
times mingle with the constellations. In the subatomic
world, some strange things, like lambda and sigma parti-
cles, can enter a nucleus.

Collectively, these strange particles are called hyperons,
and when they wander into a nucleus, they join with the
nucleons there to form a hypernucleus. Hyperons, like the
nucleons, are composed of three fundamental entities
called quarks. With hyperons, however, one of those
quarks is a strange quark, which accounts for the parti-
cle's "strangeness."
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I n a continuing pro-
gram at the Alternat-
ing Gradient Synchro-
tron (ACS), our
nuc!'.'ar physicists are
forming hypernuclei,

I to study their proper-
ties, to learn about hyperons and the
quarks of which they are made. and.
in particular, to understand the
interactions of the lambda particle.

Until a few years ago, the hypernu-
clear program centered on magnetic
analysis of the processes by which
hypernuclei are formed — using
magnetic spectrometers to measure
the energy difference between a
normal nuclear state and a hypernu-
clear state. But the amount of infor-
mation obtained in an experiment is
directly related to the energy resolu-
tion of the technique. With magnetic
analysis this was only about two mil-
lion electron volts, so we began look-
ing at gamma ray transitions as
another approach.

A gamma ray is a high-energy
photon, a massless particle usually
emitted by an ordinary nucleus dur-
ing an electromagnetic transition
between energy levels. But gamma
rays may also be emitted by a hyper-
nucleus, as it decays from a more
excited state to a less excited state,
possibly to the hypernuclear ground
state. When we detect gamma emis-
sions with sodium iodide (Nal), the

energy resolution is about 100 thou-
sand electron volts (keV), or about 20
times finer than it is with magnetic
analysis.

Our Nal detectors revealed some
hypemuclear secrets in 1983. We
learned that the energy levels of a
hypernucleus with one lambda par-
ticle are very close to the levels of the
core, the basic nucleus without a
lambda particle. This indicates that
the interaction has a very small spin
dependence (the energy of the inter-
action depends very little on the
direction of spin of the lambda
particle).

Knowing that the spin dependence
is weak, we identified these states as
core transitions, where the presence
of the lambda particle perturbs the
nuclear core, causing changes in its
energy levels. We also knew that the
spin of the lambda particle is one-
half, so it is either orie.+ed in the
same direction as the spu. of the
core, or in the opposite direction.
This meant that the energy levels of
the core have to be split into dou-
blets, where two hypernuclear levels
exist for each core level.

Our goal during 1984 was to look
at the transition between these dou-
blet levels, to measure the spin
dependence of the lambda-nucleus
interaction directly. Because we
needed even finer resolution than
Nal could provide, we used detectors



made of germanium, which gave us a
resolution of 2 keV, 50 times better
than Nal.

Measuring spin dependence re-
quires studying the various facets of
spin dependence, known individually
as spin-spin, tensor and spin-orbit
interactions. We knew that if we
could observe a spin-flip transition
of a lambda particle, we would learn
something about these terms in a
hypernucleus.

When spin-flip occurs, if the spin
of the lambda particle were oriented
in the same direction as the spin of
the core at the upper member
(excited state) of the doublet, it
would flip and be in the opposite
direction to the core when the tran-
sition was completed, with the parti-
cle at the lower member of the dou-
blet, in this case, the hypernuclear
ground state. Lambda lifetime, how-
ever, is very short, so there was a

possibility that the particle wovid
not survive long enough to make the
transition.

Data from our 1984 experiment,
however, show that the transitions
do. in fact, occur. We observed the
spin-flip transition of the lambda
particle, and as a result of these
observations, we are beginning to
understand some of the facets of
spin dependence. To continue that
progress, our next experiment will
focus on the third aspect — the spin-
orbit interaction. We will try to mea-
sure this interaction in a carbon
nucleus made hypernuclear by the
addition of a lambda particle.

At the hypernuclear spectrometer at the
AGS, Morgan May (foreground) checks
data in an experimental logbook, while
Dick Sutter tests the spectrometer's
main magnet.
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Department of
Applied Science

The Department of Applied Science generates a
base of scientific, economic and technical data
on selected energy technologies and on the
effects of energy-related activities on the envi-
ronment. The department engages in a broad
spectrum of research activities, ranging from the
fundamental to the applied. These efforts are
organized into three main areas. Under energy
science programs are specific divisions working
on chemical sciences, metallurgy and materials
science, process sciences, atomic and applied
physics, and energy economics systems analysis.
Environmental science programs include
atmospheric sciences, oceanographic sciences,
terrestrial and aquatic ecology, biomedical and
environmental assessment, environmental
chemistry, and environmental systems analysis.
Finally, technology base programs cover work on
materials and electrochemistry, fuels and cataly-
sis, architectural and building systems, thermal
applications, and energy applications and
analysis.



A New Angle on Materials

I he technique is called
EXAFS. for Extended
X-Ray Absorption
Fine Structure. EXAFS
is commonly used to
study materials and

I biological and chemi-
cal specimens. It is a popular method
because it provides local structural
information on an atomic scale and
can be used on systems which are
difficult to study by x-ray diffraction

The experiment was simple, but the result was striking.
We took an ordinary glass slide, coated it with a thin film
of gold, and put it in an x-ray beam at a small angle. The
x rays were absorbed only by the gold and re-emitted with
a fluorescence signal strong enough to detect. Thus, an
old technique was used in a new way and proved valuable
in the study of material surfaces and interfaces.

techniques. Normally, EXAFS involves
measuring fine structure in the
absorption edges of different mate-
rials. It can be used in studying the
absorption of x rays as they pass
through a sample, but it can also be
detected in a reflected beam or in
fluorescent x rays re-emitted from
the sample.

In October 1983. when Brook-
haven first used reflection EXAFS, we
wanted to see how useful the tech-
nique would be in analyzing surfaces
of materials and the interfaces
between layers of materials. For that
kind of work, however, we had to be
sure the x rays would not penetrate
deeply into the sample. Also, we
anticipated trouble detecting only
the x rays absorbed by the surface
layer of gold because of a large back-
ground absorption in the much
more numerous substrate atoms. To
solve these problems, the standard
EXAFS procedure was modified by
aiming the x rays at a small, almost
glancing angle. In addition, fluores-
cence detectors were used to mea-
sure what was re-emitted from the
slide. Since the fluorescence detec-
tors could be tuned to detect primar-
ily the gold signal, the background
from the substrate was minimized.

That first experiment showed us
that we could make the x rays barely
penetrate the surface of the gold
layer.

The idea for combining grazing
incidence angles with fluorescence
detection evolved at Brookhaven, in
collaboration with researchers from
the University of Washington in
Seattle. No one before, in any kind of
study, had tried this new twist in
using EXAFS.

It turns out that by controlling the
angle, the x rays can be made to
penetrate a sample, for studies of



interfaces, or to barely penetrate, for
surface studies. The angles where
this is possible range from one-
quarter to one-half a degree.

In addition, a better signal is
obtained by detecting the x rays that
fluoresce — those that are absorbed
by the sample and re-emitted in a
different energy range — as opposed
to those that are reflected. Because a
fluorescence signal is so strong, we
can measure minute amounts of a
particular material in a sample.

BNL's modified EXAFS is a powerful
new tool for studying the surface
modification of materials, an active
field today because of the need for
materials for use in extreme condi-
tions such as the harsh environ-
ments often found in energy generat-
ing plants, in the first walls of fusion
reactors, etc. For example, one might
want to put a layer of protective coat-
ing on a material so it can be used at
high temperatures or in a corrosive
environment. What are the condi-
tions under which these coatings are
stable? How.do they adhere? Why do
some materials bond strongly to oth-
ers? To answer these kinds of ques-
tions, more fundamental studies are
needed on the composition, struc-
ture and nature of chemical bond-
ing. EXAFS, as used by BNL, provides
that kind of basic information.

In general, EXAFS can be done on
any tunable, intense source of syn-
chrotron radiation. Our initial exper-
iments were performed on a source
at Cornell. Surface studies were car-
ried out on thinly layered material
on glass; on ion-implanted materials,
where the ions are below the surface;
and on multilayered materials.

Recently, experiments were begun
at BNL's National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS). The NSLS provides
better optics, giving us more control
over angles.

Now that BNL's EXAFS technique is
proven, future work will be directed
at examining a variety of material
surfaces and interfaces. As more is
learned about how materials stick
together, Brookhaven will make that
knowledge available to others so we
can all do a better job of bonding
materials.

LIGHT (FIBER OPTICS)

XRAYS

SURFACE

INTERFACE

BNL's EXAFS Illustrates a basic princi-
ple of optics. X rays, visible light and
any kind of electromagnetic radiation
can undergo total reflection at inci-
dence angles which depend on the
index of refraction (n). Fiber optics is
an example of total internal reflection
— the light stays within the fiber
because it is traveling at very small
angles to the internal surface, and the
index of refraction of the fiber is
larger than that of the surrounding
air. The same is true for x rays, except
the index of refraction is less than for
air. Below a critical angle, x rays are
totally externally reflected. To study
just the surface of a material, the
x rays are sent in at angles less than
the critical angle. To study an inter-
face, the x rays are aimed at an angle
great enough to penetrate the surface,
but not enough to penetrate the inter-
face, so that they are refracted at the
first surface and reflect off the
interface.

Facing page: Steve Heald takes vacuum
readings on the EXAFS beam line at the
National Synchrotron Light Source. 33



Making Methanol a Best Seller

In 1983, BNL took a new approach to methanol synthesis
and, in the process, discarded 60 years of tradition. The
U.S. now produces over six billion pounds of methanol a
year. Most of it is used as raw material out of which other
chemicals are synthesized, such as formaldehyde, esters,
acetic acid and higher alcohols. In daily life, methanol
might be used as a solvent or an additive to increase
octane.
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I ethanol is a highly
reactive molecule
which could have even
greater potential, if it

I were cheap to make.
The truth is, it's

I not. The conventional
method of synthesizing methanol
uses catalysts that work only under
high pressures and high tempera-
tures. That's expensive. Plants have
to be built to operate under severe
conditions, with expensive compres-
sors and intricate gas separators.
Since single pass conversions yield

as little as 5%. the gases must be
recycled many times to achieve rea-
sonable production.

The methanol catalysts used in
this process are very similar to the
original methanol catalysts de-
veloped in Germany in 1921. Before
then, methanol was made by distill-
ing wood, hence the common name
"wood alcohol." Making methanol
out of wood was inefficient and
resulted in many other products. So
catalysts that selectively synthesized
methanol were considered a break-
through in those days. Even more.



the catalysts synthesized methanol
out of carbon monoxide and hydro-
gen, which can be made from a wide
variety of materials.

For years now. the prevailing atti-
tude has been. "If it works, why
change?" At BNL. we have taken the
opposite approach. Recognizing the
tremendous potential of methanol.
we have worked on developing
cheaper ways to make it.

It turns out that high temperature
and high pressure go hard in hand
with low yield. Theoretically, if the
temperature were lowered, pressure
would also go down and the yield
would go up.

To attack the temperature prob-
lem, we began by studying the
melhanol reaction mechanistically.
Coupling the information gained
with previous studies using the BNL
oxide theory, we developed catalysts
that do the job.

The BNL catalysts work at temper-
atures around 100°C. as opposed to
conventional catalysts that require
temperatures in excess of 225°C.
They also work under pressures less
than half of what is conventionally
required. Our achievable yield is
97%. compared to about 25%
obtained in industry. And the BNL
reaction is more than ten times
faster.

Our results are based on labora-
tory work in which the methanol is
made in small batches. We expect,
however, that our new catalysts

would perform just as well in a plant
operation. To prove that, in 1984. we
began doing detailed chemistry and
engineering studies in preparation
for building a small, bench-scale unit
to synthesize methanol continu-
ously. This would allow a test of the
new catalysts under more realistic
conditions.

BNL"s long-range goal is to drop
the final cost of methanol produc-
tion. A significant decrease would
open up new markets. Ethylene is a
good example. A key component of
the 500 billion pounds of chemicals
produced by the U.S. each year, ethy-
lene is currently made out of petro-
leum and ethane. Using methanol to
make ethylene would reduce U.S.
dependence on foreign petroleum.

Methanol can also be converted to
gasoline (which is now done in New
Zealand) oreven diesel fuel. Ideally, it
can be used by itself as a fuel.
Methanol burns cleanly, it has high
octane, it's easy to handle and safe to
store.

For similar reasons, electric utili-
ties find methanol a good fuel for use
during periods of peak power
demand. Although electric consump-
tion has slowed to an increase of 1 -
2% annually, demand for peak power
has been growing quickly.

Methanol could become one of the
most important commodities of the
future. We think BNL catalysts will
help pave the way.

Formulating Methanol
A single molecule of methanol,

CH3OH, is made up of one car-
bon atom, four hydrogen atoms
and one oxygen atom. It is not
to be confused with methane,
CH4, the main component of
natural gas and a product of
decomposing organic matter,
such as garbage.

Methanol can be made from a
variety of feedstocks. Currently,
it's synthesized primarily from
carbon monoxide and hydrogen
(synthesis gas), generated by the
partial oxidation of methane
with water.

CH4 + H2O - CO + 3H2
CO + 2H2 - CH3OH

Facing page: William Slegeir
(right) prepares a catalyst to be
used In conv-rtlng synthesis gas
into methanol, while Devinder
Mahajan tests another formulation
for methanol synthesis in a pres-
sure reactor.

Left: Thomas O'Hare (left) and
Richard Sapienza review data for
catalyst improvement.
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All of the northeastern United States and southeastern
Canada served as a giant laboratory for a field experiment
in September and October 1983. Brookhaven scientists
joined others from the U.S. and Canada in the study, called
CAPTEX for Cross Appalachian Tracer Experiment.

The point of CAPTEX was to use a tracer gas to simulate
the long-range transport of pollutants in the atmosphere.
The study had three objectives: test the tracer technology
over long distances, gain an understanding of the
atmospheric processes that disperse plumes during
extended travel times, and obtain data to evaluate and
improve computer models of long-range pollution
dispersion.
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I rookhaven has been
active in this area of
research for many
years. In the 1970"s,
we developed an ideal
tracer gas, perfluoro-

I carbon, for long-range
tracer studies. Perfluorocarbon is
inert, harmless and easily detected at
low concentrations. During the same
period, we developed a portable sam-
pling unit, called BATS for Brook-
haven Atmospheric Tracer Sampler.
Battery operated and self-contained,
the BATS unit can collect up to 23
consecutive samples.

CAPTEX was a full-scale test of
tracer technology, and it made use of
both the perfluorocarbon tracer and
BATS. The tracer gas was released
from a selected site, meteorologists
predicted its path, and the plume
was measured by ground sampling
stations and by airplanes, both
equipped with BATS.

The release sites were Dayton.
Ohio, and Sudbury, Ontario, chosen
because the Ohio Valley and Sud-
bury areas are considered to be sig-
nificant sources of pollution affect-
ing air quality in the northeastern
United States and southeastern
Canada. Specifically, the sampling
area was east of Ohio, south of
Ontario and north of Pennsylvania,
about 250,000 square miles.

During the field study, the tracer
gas was released six times — four

from Dayton, during weather move-
ment from the west or southwest,
and two from Sudbury. with flow
from the northwest.

Brookhaven directed all aircraft
sampling operations from a control
center at BNL. For each release, seven
airplanes were sent from their home
bases in Ohio. New York and Canada
to an airfield near the expected path
of the tracer plume. Based on con-
tinuous meteorological forecasts.
BNL directed the planes to sample
the plume at selected distances from
the source and at selected altitudes.
One BNL plane was equipped with a
newly developed real-time sampler
for locating the plume and measur-
ing its dimensions and
concentration.

About 3000 ground samples and
1600 air samples were collected. A
preliminary review of the data shows
that the tracer gas was found during
all six releases, as far away as 600
miles. The sampling methodology
and equipment worked as planned;
the experiment was a success.

Clearly, air pollution travels great
distances and across international
borders. A study like CAPTEX reveals
how well we can predict the move-
ment of pollution, based on meteor-
ology. With growing regional and
international concern about air pol-
lution, especially acid rain, scientists
have become increasingly engaged in
studying pollution and estimating



concentrations. More specific infor-
mation on how much pollution is
coming from what source is essen-
tial for politicians and other
decision-makers who are consider-
ing legislation to control emissions.

CAPTEX and similar future exper-
iments will lead to a better under-
standing of dynamic meteorological
processes, improved models for pre-
dicting long-range diffusion and
more understanding of how air pol-
lution travels from source to
receptor.

To support field experiments like
CAPTBX, Brookbaven's research aircraft
is outfitted with sensitive instruments
to measure chemical and physical prop-
erties of the atmosphere.

The Crew
Hurry up and "̂  ait. That could

have been the motto of the BNL
researchers who crewed the
CAPTEX airplanes based in New
York.

During the six-week field
experiment, they flew six mis-
sions, tracking the plume
through parts of New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland, Connecticut, Ver-
mont and Canada. Each mission
began with a telephone call from
the aircraft control center on
site at BNL, with news of an
imminent tracer release and
instructions on just where to go
in the 250,000-square-mile
sampling area. Depending on
the weather, the plume could
take anywhere from 12 to 36
hours to reach the area desig-
nated for air sampling. So the
crews took off right away.

When they arrived at the field,
the researchers checked with the
control center for further
instructions. Sometimes they
went up to sample immediately,
sometime* they had to wait.

Each of the four BNL planes
carried a BATS unit. The sampler
was hooked up to a side air vent,
and steady air flow was main-
tained by a pump pulling air
through the unit. One of the
planes was also equipped with
instruments for monitoring
meteorological conditions such
as wind and temperature.

For the CAPTEX flights, the
BATS were set to collect contin-
uously, ten minutes for each
tube. The planes stayed up for
about three hours at a stretch,
making one pass through the
plume. Each plane flew at an
assigned altitude, ranging from
4,000 feet up to 10,000 feet At
the end of two passes, the plume
had usually gone by, ending the
mission. Then it was time to fly
home.

Back in New York, the samples
were taken to BNL for analysis,
the planes and equipment were
put in order for the next mis-
sion, and the wait began again.



National Synchrotron
Light Source
Department

The attention of the National Synchrotron
Light Source Department was focused on two
phases of development in 1984. Phase I was
devoted to building and commissioning the
Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) and X-ray Rings.
Under this program, VUV Ring users enjoyed
a second year of increasingly more reliable
and fruitful operations at the world's bright-
est light source. At the same time, X-ray Ring
users began gearing up for full-scale experi-
mentation in 1985. Phase II, a project which
will expand the present building and develop
six highly advanced experimental beam lines,
was given Congressional approval in July
1983. During 1984, final plans for the con-
ventional construction were approved and
the detailed design of four new beam lines
was started.



Goals and Gains
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In commissioning a synchrotron like the National Syn-
chrotron Light Source (NSLS), there is no precise moment
of completion. Rather, there is a continuing effort to
improve the accelerator — first to meet design specifica-
tions, and then to surpass them.

I e are well into the
operational stage at
the Vacuum Ultra-

I violet (VUV) Ring.
| where the research
j program has been
I under way for two

years. During 1984, 137 users from
over 25 separate institutions partici-
pated in experimentation at the VUV
Ring. As the number and complexity
of the experiments Increased, we also
worked to improve the light coming
down the beam lines, with the follow-
ing results:
• High energies — The vuv Ring
routinely operates at 750 MeV (mil-
lion electron volts), well above its
design energy of 700 MeV.
• Increased current — An
increase in current translates into
an increase in the number of
photons available for research. By
September 1984. currents reached
385 milliamperes (mA). as com-
pared to 215 mA reported in
March 1983.
• Smaller beam size — The more
compact the beam, the brighter it
will be. VUV Ring design calls for a
beam of synchrotron radiation 0.2
millimeters (mm) high and 0.5 mm
wide. Although the overall beam size
is half as big as it was a year ago. it

The staggering number of components
and details that went into commission-
ing the NSLS Vacuum Ultraviolet Ring,
as well as building the experimental
beam lines scattered around it, can be
appreciated by comparing these two
photographs, taken three years apart
from the same vantage point The top
picture shows research in mil swing in
1984. In the bottom picture, taken in
1981, only the ring magnets are in posi-
tion; yet to come are a concrete shield
wall and beam lines.



is still twice the design specification,
and we continue to work towards
that gorJ.
• Longer beam lifetime — The vuv
Ring design calls for the stored beam
to be maintained for several hours
before requiring more electrons to be
injected. In March 1983, operating at
235 mA. beam lifetime was one hour.
In the fall of 1984, operating at 385
mA, beam lifetime was close to two
hours. (Further improvement is
expected before the end of the year.)

Much of the limited manpower
and resources of the NSLS was
diverted during 1984 to the commis-
sioning of the X-ray Ring. Our near-
term goal at the X-ray Ring is to
achieve a current of 100 mA at 2.5
Gev* (billion electron volts) with a
four-hour beam lifetime. While we
ended the fiscal year at 50 mA at 2
GeV with a two-hour beam lifetime,
we expect to see dramatic improve-
ments in all parameters as we install
a second radio frequency drive sys-
tem (energy), continue injection stu-
dies (beam current) and use glow
discharge to increase the speed of
our vacuum pumps (beam lifetime).

Recognizing how close we were to
our goal, last spring we began
alignment at the 15 ports that will
send x-ray photons to the 35 beam
lines which will serve the initial
experiments at the X-ray Ring. By
the end of September 1984. eleven of
those ports were aligned success-
fully, and our plans were to install
the equipment to complete the
alignment of the other four beam
lines by the end of the calendar year.
Our efforts to bring the X-ray Ring
and its beam lines on at a compara-
ble rate will continue, and we expect
to have a full experimental program
at the NSLS X-ray Ring in 1985.

A Reader's Guide to the NSLS

Definitions of NSLS terms:
Electromagnetic radiation — Radiowaves. infrared, visible light, ultravi-

olet, x and gamma rays.
Electron — A light, negatively charged particle.
Electron volt — The amount of energy given to an electron when accel-

erated through a potential of one volt.
Photon — The basic unit (quantum) of electromagnetic radiation. It has

neither mass nor charge. All of the research at the NSLS is based on
the interactions of photons with different forms of matter.

Synchrotron — A ring-shaped device for accelerating particles like 'Iĉ
trons in closed, constant orbits.

Synchrotron radiation — Electromagnetic radiation emitted by a rapidly
moving charged particle when it moves in a curved path, e.g.. when
electrons are circulated in synchrotrons, The way (his radiation,
particularly ultraviolet light and x rays, interacts with matter has
unique applications in most fields of science.

Ultraviolet (uv) radiation — Light in the wavelength range of 40 to 4400
angstroms: beginning at the short-wavelength limit of visible light,
vacuum ultraviolet light overlaps the wavelengths of the longest
wavelength x rays.

X ray — Electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths less than 40
angstroms.

Unique properties of the NSLS:
Brightness — The number of photons emitted into a given angle from a

given area. The higher the brightness the higher the resolution,
which is the amount of detail that can be seen. The NSLS Vacuum
Ultraviolet Ring is the brightest uv source operating anywhere in the
world. The NSLS X-ray Ring will be 100.000 times brighter than con-
ventional x-ray tubes.

High polarization — Light from the NSLS is horizontally polarized.
Tunability— Synchrotrons radiate white light, which includes all the

"colors" of the light spectrum, from x rays through ultraviolet and
visible light and into the infrared region. Using devices called
monochromators. users can select a narrow band of any one of those
wavelengths to use in their experiments. (Most conventional sources
of x-ray and uv light emit one ora few bands of wavelengths only
and are of low brightness.)

Pulsed time structure — Electrons are injected, or pulsed, into the NSLS
rings in bunches at fixed time intervals. Many experimenters
depend on using a pulse of photons to excite a molecule. Then they
measure the way in which the excitation is dissipated in the time
between pulses. The measurement is repeated with each successive
pulse.
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Variety at the VUV Ring

The interdependence of various scientific disciplines is
nowhere more evident than at the Vacuum Ultraviolet
(VUV) Ring of the National Synchrotron Light Source
(NSLS). For over two years, beams of ultraviolet light from
an electron storage ring developed by accelerator builders
have been welcomed by biologists, chemists and physi-
cists for use in a wide variety of studies.

he researchers at the
I VUV Ring fall into two
groups: general users
and Participating
Research Teams (PRT).
PRTs include both our

I own scientists and
researchers from outside Brook-
haven who have designed and con-
structed beam lines on which to

conduct their large, long-range pro-
grams. In return for this investment,
each PRT has priority for up to 75%
of its beam line's time. General
users, who usually have a less con-
tinuing need for a beam line, are
scheduled for the remaining 25% of
the PRT's beam line operating time,
as well as for lines built specifically
for use by the general user
community.

The PRT policy, which will also be
used at the NSLS X-ray Ring, has
made it possible to build up scien-
tific capabilities at the VUV Ring in a
number of different areas simul-
taneously. An extensive range of
equipment is now available for basic
research in biology, chemistry and
physics, and for such diverse appli-
cations as lithography, surface stu-
dies and x-ray microscopy.

VUVKteg

Altogether, 30 beam line*
radtoteftwn tbe VWMnfs 14
operattnf bean ports. This table
indicate* the PwtfciiMtfnf

fatdfc

and constructed tneexperiflsental
equipment at each port aadtbe
type of *waaKa, that apparatus is
intended to support.

Hie techniques of Extended X-ray
Absorbtion Fine Structure (EXAF8)
and Surface EXAFS (MXAFS) can
provide local stractnral information
on an atomic scale for systems dif-
ficult to stud? br x-ray dUbactien.
WttbEXATSandSEZAFS,
researchers stadjr materials, and
tfeaVftlffcatftoari A U J I rih»Mnipml aMMM*lnftaMia

tochnfcnMs* rachM
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Type of Research

Lithography
With a view towards producing
integrated circuits, VUV light is used
to expose circuit patterns on photo-
sensitive iMt*iM« Features aa
small aa 0.25 microns nave been
replicated wtth high aspect ratios.

Gas Phase Spectroscopy
In photoemission, an Ion la created
and photoionization has occurred.
Researchers study these processes
in the valence shells of atoms and
molecules In the gaa phase.

X-Ray Microscopy
This PRT has constructed a soft x
ray scanning microscope that is
providing the first pictures of the
internal structure of living cells in
aqueous solutions, while imparting
a mlniiy**̂  radiation doac to the
sample.

Fluorescence
Molecules emit fluorescent radia-
tion dining a transition between
excited states or from an excited
state to a ground state. This can
provide information about P*e life-
times of the various states, the
shapes and motions of molecules,
and the fate of the energy they
absorb.

Port PRT Members

IBM

U 9
U 9
U 1 0

Dichroistm
Circular j
acopic technique that uses circu-
larly polarised light of two wave-
* > to tavestigate the shapes of

i like DNA,KNA and pro-
teins. To study the electronic struc-
ture of a molecule's components, a
magnetic field ia added (magnetic
circular dtehroiam).

Optics # Diagaostics
At port U2, optical components that
help narrow the uv light to one
wavelength are designed i
tested. At U14, the beam is moni-
tored, so i

<%B they Mtoc«

U»

NSLS/BNLChem

NSLS/8UWY Stony Brook

BNL Chem/NSLS
BNLBio/NSLS
Tenn/NBS/ORNL

BNLBlo/NSLS

N8LS
NSL8

NSLS
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Accounting for Differences

The scientific community has long recognized that the
electrons in an atom's outermost orbit affect the physical
characteristics of solids and liquids. But what is it about
those electrons that differs from material to material?
What is it that causes those electrons to control every
known aspect of behavior in a solid or liquid, including
such physical properties as color, mechanical strength,
thermal characteristics, magnetism, electrical conductiv-
ity, and whether the material is a semiconductor or a
metal, soft or hard?

he differences in the
energies of the outer-
most electrons seem
to account for the

J physical differences
we see in materials.
Photoemission stud-

ies can take us towards a clearer
understanding of this premise. At
the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS), about 80% of the
operating beam lines at the Vacuum
Ultraviolet (VUV) Ring in 1984 sup-
ported photoemission experiments
designed to help determine the en-
ergies of those electrons.

For individual atoms, the energy of
the electrons in each orbit is well
known. But atoms like to form
groups known as molecules, in
which electrons in their outermost
orbits overlap. This sharing of elec-
trons also binds solids and liquids
together.

The energies of most of the bond-
ing electrons are not known, but
could be very important to our fun-
damental understanding of mate-
rials, as well as to their practical
applications. At the NSLS, we hope to
understand how energy differences

Gwyn Williams (right) work* with
general user Chris Binns at U14, one of
die first beam line* to be commissioned
at the vuv ring. In the foreground at the
front of the beam line ia the photoemis-
sion chamber which, under ultra-high
vacuum, holds both the sample and the
detector that measures the electron
energies. Directly behind it Is the
monochromator, the device that selects
the wavelength of inte-est from the
broad ultraviolet spectrum.



become responsible for physical dif-
ferences by measuring electron
energy by photoemission.

To do photoemission studies, we
first select a particular wavelength of
synchrotron light, which means we
know the exact energy of the phot-
ons. Then we train that light upon a
solid or a liquid in order to cause an
emission — the ejection of an elec-
tron from the outermost orbit — so
we can measure the electron's
energy. If the incoming photon, for
example, had 50 electron volts (eV) of
energy and the ejected electron was
measured at 40 eV. then, according
to the inviolable principle of energy
conservation, there are 10 eV unac-
counted for. This must have been
the amount of the energy which
bound the ejected electron in the
molecules of the target material.

Researchers from IBM and Bell
Labs use this technique to study
semiconductors, examining their
physical and surface properties and
analyzing the metals used in electri-
cal contacts.

Scientists from Exxon and Brook-
haven are developing photoemission
as a tool for examining the interac-
tions between metal surfaces and
other reactants, which could be the
key to such processes as oxidation
(rusting). Some of our efforts are
being concentrated on analyzing
materials for the proposed Super-
conducting Super Collider.

Alloys, superconductors, catalysts
and polymers are also among the
systems being scrutinized by Brook-
haven and other users with this
probe. These analyses are possible
because of several unique features of
the NSLS: a broad energy range,
which allows us to tune to match the
binding energies of electrons: high
brightness, which translates into
high resolution; polarization, which
is helpful in uncovering a molecule's
specific geometry: and high energies,
which let us study more electrons,
including those deep down in the
atom.

Probing those inner electrons by
photoemission has had an unex-
pected payoff. We have found they
play a role in determining a mate-

PHOTON ELECTRON
A

Atoms in molecules (solids, liquids or
gases) share the electrons in the outer-
most orbits. The energies of these elec-
trons, as well as those at even higher,
unoccupied levels, control all the physi-
cal properties of materials. They are
studied using photoemission, in which
either (A) a photon of known energy
directly knocks out an electron, which
is collected and measured, or (B) a
photon sends an inner core electron to
an unoccupied level (1). This subse-
quently decays (2), releasing energy or
an electron (3), which is then measured.

rial's physical properties, and, most
important, that they can be used to
study the role of the crucial outer-
most electrons. They can also be
used to study outer orbits normally
without electrons, as we measure
what happens when the core elec-
trons are excited into those states.

In related work, we have used the
high brightness of the NSLS to probe
the highly important carbon K-edge
— the innermost electron orbit of a
carbon atom contained in a carbon
monoxide molecule. Our measure-
ment of the energy involved in eject-
ing an electron from the K-edge to an
outer orbit was done at such a high
resolution, that the energies of vibra-
tion of the molecule could also be
seen. 45



Chemistry
Department

The wide variety of research done in the Chem-
istry Department encompasses a broad range of
experimental and theoretical work directed
toward a fundamental understanding of the
properties and reactions of nuclei, atoms and
molecules. Special facilities, apparatus and
techniques available at Brookhaven are used to
make unique contributions to the standard
fields of organic, inorganic, physical and analyti-
cal chemistry. Other important areas studied
include nuclear and radiation chemistry, radio-
pharmaceuticals, and the use of neutron diffrac-
tion and scattering to study solids.



Cluster Ions:
Micro-Tools for Multipurposes

From a better understanding of catalysis to insights into
energy transfer processes, the applications of cluster ion
research promise to be far-reaching. Brookhaven chemists
began studying cluster ions only five years ago. Some of
our latest experiments are documented by startling photo-
graphs of thin films of material after they have been bom-
barded by cluster ions. The clusters have made minute
and uniform holes in the films, a phenomenon that sug-
gests cluster ion applications in micromilling and micro-
drilling, and patent protection is being sought to cover the
novel features of that discovery. Clearly, Brookhaven is in
the forefront of an exciting field of research.

I lusters fit somewhere
I between a single
molecule and a large

I group of molecules
that form a solid. In
terms of energy, they

I fall somewhere
between systems that have discrete
energy levels and those that have
continuous energy levels.

Brookhaven's cluster ion research
actually grew out of our work with
mass spectrometry. which began
nearly four decades ago. Mass spec-
trometry is the 20th century equiv-
alent of the analytical balance. Using
".we can weigh samples as small as
several trillionths of a gram. As such,
mass spectrometry is the basis for
modern quantitative chemistry.

Initially, we used the technique for
isotope analysis. Next came the first
demonstration of its structural
application, when Brookhaven
proved the arrangement of atoms in
an unknown molecule.

We went on to biological applica-
tions, developing a rapid heating
technique for studying fragile mole-
cules — molecules that are difficult
to produce intact in the gas phase.
Then we became interested in
expanding our techniques to study
molecules of great mass. When we
started, we could weigh molecules of
less than ten thousand daltons
(atomic mass units), Today, we can
weigh molecules with a mass range
up to half a million daltons. Because

48 we now have a mass spectrometry

system with such a high mass range,
we are able to study cluster ions.

Cluster ions contain anywhere
from a hundred to several thousand
molecules. To make them, we start
with a source of a gas cooled to
around its boiling point and held at
a relatively high pressure. A super-
sonic nozzle connects the source to a
region which is maintained at rela-
tively low pressure. An electrode is
positioned close to the nozzle and
carries a potential such that at least
a portion of the gas is ionized in the
source, before it travels through and
expands from the nozzle. The ions in
the expanding gas act as "seeds"
about which clusters readily form.

The clusters are then separated by
a quadrupole mass analyzer using
direct current and radio frequency
fields that whip along only those in
resonance. In the acceleration pro-
cess, the clusters reach speeds over
107 centimeters per second (over 60
miles a second, although they travel
only a few meters to the target).

Of course, cluster ions moving at
that speed are impossible to see, but
with the Biology Department's
transmission electron microscope,
we have examined their impact on
surfaces. Studies have shown that
clusters can produce very small holes
in thin carbon films. Besides the
obvious potential for micromilling
and microdrilling, cluster ions can
be used to generate surfaces with
special properties.

Another project we are working on
looks at the difference between pene-
tration of a solid and crater forma-
tion on the surface. When a cluster
hits a target, it can act as an atomic
projectile that penetrates the mate-
rial or as a micrometeorite that
creates a crater, compressing the
surface and sending shock waves
through the material. We are seeking
answers to such questions as: Where
is the transition between projectile
and micrometeorite? Is there a
change in energy transfer?

Energy transfer refers to how
energy can be storec* in materials. In
a solid, there are several classes of
energy which account for the vibra-
tions, rotations and excitations of



This electron micrograph shows the
small, uniform holes, magnified here
200,000 times, that resulted when a
thin film of carbon platinum alloy was
bombarded with cluster ions of water.

electrons. Converting energy from
one category to another is the key to
determining the rates of chemical
reactions, and understanding this
energy transfer is a major challenge
of chemistry. Cluster ions can be
useful here.

Perhaps our most basic quest will
lead to more information about
stars. When cluster ions hit a target
with sufficient energy, the impact
creates, for an instant, conditions
similar to those that exist in stars —
extremely high temperatures, pres-
sures and densities. We want to
learn something about the proper-
ties of matter under those condi-
tions, which again will tell us more
about energy transfer.

Brookhaven is moving quickly in
the new field of cluster ion research.
We know it is a profitable area,
promising rewards in basic chemis-
try as well as practical applications
in many fields.

In the shadow of a cluster ion accelera-
tion terminal, Lewis Friedman checks
data patterns on an oscilloscope.
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Molecules in Motion

A molecule can be as simple as two atoms of hydrogen, or
as complex as DNA. Whatever its size, most of the time, a
molecule is in its ground state, in which the nuclei and
electrons are in their lowest or near lowest energy state.
With some extra energy, however, a molecule can go from
its ground state to an excited state, in which the relative
motions of the nuclei and electrons have been excited.
These excited states are always available to a molecule. It's
just a matter of hitting it with the right amount of energy.
At BNL, we have the latest generation of tools for providing
that excitation energy — the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS) and a new laser laboratory in the Chemistry
Department. These two facilities, although technically very
different, complement each other in support of Brook-
haven's basic research which contributes to our under-
standing of molecules and their interaction with light.

he laser studies focus
on neutral excited
states lying below the
ionization energy
threshold (the min-
imum energy required
to remove an electron

from the molecule), while the higher
energy photons from the NSLS are
used to prepare so-called "super-
excited" states lying above the ioni-
zation threshold. In both techniques,
the optically prepared states are
driven to ionization, at which point
measurements on the ion or electron
product yields are made.

In 1984, experiments on the
Chemistry beam line at the NSLS
focused on the non-radiative decay

At the National Synchrotron Light
Source, photoionization apparatus is
installed at the Ul 1 beam line on the
Vacuum Ultraviolet Ring. Special
equipment (center) to used to prepare
molecular clusters by supersonic
molecular beam techniques. The molec-
ular beam (moving right to left) inter-
sects the photons emitted from the ring
(located behind the concrete shielding
blocks). From left are J. Robb Grover,
Michael White, Edward Walters and
John Densieski.



(autoionization) of super-excited
states in several small molecules. As
these states lie in an energy region
where ordinary laboratory light
sources are weak, studies of this
kind have become possible only with
the construction of intense, contin-
uous synchrotron radiation sources
such as the NSLS. By measuring
which electronic and vibrational lev-
els are populated following the decay
of the autoionizing state, we have
been able to map out how an excited
molecule partitions its excess inter-
nal energy between the resulting ion
and ejected electron. Such meas-
urements form the basis for under-
standing non-radiative decay pro-
cesses, which play a major role in the
decomposition of highly excited
molecules.

The new Chemistry laser system
provides pulses of intense, tunable,
visible and near ultraviolet light.
With successive hits, the target
molecule goes from the ground state
to an excited state and is then

ionized (the process is called reso-
nant multiphoton ionization). By
adding electron energy analysis to
the multiphoton ionization tech-
nique, we have been able to explore
the electronic and vibrational struc-
ture of molecular excited states at a
detailed level not readily attained by
other methods.

Compared to the laboratory
vacuum ultraviolet sources used in
conventional photoionization exper-
iments, laser and synchrotron radia-
tion offer tremendous new experi-
mental opportunities. The extreme
intensity and high resolution capa-
bilities of modern laser systems en-
able photoionization techniques to
be applied to neutral excited states,
which in favorable cases can be pre-
pared at the single quantum state
level. Synchrotron radiation from the
NSLS offers tremendous advantages
over conventional laboratory light
sources in both intensity and energy
range. At Brookhaven, we have the
best of both worlds.

In the Chemistry Department's laser
laboratory, Michael White directs visible
laser radiation into a target vacuum
chamber (left) for photoionization stud-
ies of excited molecules.
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Rubipy Causes a Reaction

C. 2+
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Friends call it Rubipy, but its real name is tris(2,2'-
bipyridine)ruthenium(II). Rubipy plays a major role in
Brookhaven's fundamental studies of electron transfer
processes, which occur widely in nature.

bout ten years ago, we
began investigating
electron transfer in
excited states of mole-

| cules — reactions
induced by light. A
bonus of this basic

research is that it has interesting
practical applications. We now have
designed systems that use Rubipy to
capture light and initiate chemical
reactions that can produce useful
fuels. One system generates hydro-
gen from water, and a second shows
promise for reducing bicarbonate to
formate, which is a starting point for
making certain fuels.

Rubipy consists of a central atom
of the element ruthenium, buried in
a cluster of six nitrogen atoms. The
nitrogens form an aromatic ring
with five carbon atoms, each bonded
to a hydrogen atom (see illustration).
Brookhaven was the first to use Rub-
ipy for light conversion studies, and
other researchers have since fol-
lowed our lead. Because it strongly
absorbs visible light and readily
undergoes electron transfer reac-
tions, Rubipy is an excellent catalyst
for these reactions.

The reaction begins when Rubipy
absorbs light energy. In this process,
an outer electron of the ruthenium
atom is "promoted" to a higher
energy level. In fact, the promoted
electron has relocated to an electron
cloud surrounding the aromatic
rings, and this is called the excited
state. Putting an extra electron onto
the electron cloud gives it a negative
charge and leaves a positively
charged hole in the ruthenium atom.
This change in their charges makes
the aromatic rings and the ruthe-
nium center very reactive.

Normally, the excited state will live
for only a microsecond before the
electron drops back to its original
position on the ruthenium atom.
When it does, some of the energy is

At the center of the Rubipy complex Is
an atom of the transition metal ruthe-
nium, which shares electrons with six
nitrogen atoms. Each nitrogen forms a
ring with five carbon atoms. In turn,
four of the carbons are each bonded to a
hydrogen atom (not shown). The fifth
carbon in a ring is bonded to a carbon
atom of an adjacent ring such that the
six rings are actually divided into three
sets of two bonded rings. The complex,
with a net charge of 2+, shares the elec-
trons of its rings freely in a relatively
spherical electron cloud that engulfs the
entire molecule.



given up as light, called phosphores-
cence. Most is simply given off as
heat.

To compete with the decay of the
excited state (to the ground state),
chemistry is done either to remove
the electron from the aromatic rings
or to block the hole on the ruthe-
nium atom. These reactions of the
excited state with electron accepting
or donating molecules (Q) are called
quenching reactions:.

(bipy)3~

followed by

Ru3*(bipy).-f + Q • Ru3'(bipy).s + Q"

Ru3*(bipy)3" + Q • Ru2+(bipy)3~

Thus, the energy originally introduced
into the system by a single molecule
absorbing light is used to generate an
electron and a hole on two separate
molecules.

The next step is to prevent the
back-reaction of the two molecules.
This problem requires another series
of reactions, and it is these second-
ary reactions that ultimately yield
hydrogen, oxygen or some other use-
ful fuel.

This work might be thought of as
artificial photosynthesis. In nature,
green leaves turn sunlight into
energy, which the plant uses for
growth. Essentially, we are trying to
do the same thing, only instead of
growing a plant (which can be
burned for fuel), we want to channel
that energy directly into making
hydrogen.

With our current understanding of
the chemistry taking place during
electron transfer reactions, we have
been successful in solving the diffi-
cult problem of back-reaction under
certain conditions, and have devel-
oped a system which produrr-s hy-
drogen with 30% efficiency. But
while that efficiency is high enough
per single reaction, the net efficiency
drops as the reaction is repeated
many thousands of times. Side-
reactions occur that interfere with
subsequent chemistry.

These same side-reactions occur
in photosynthesis, and when they
overwhelm the system, the plant
repairs itself by dropping leaves and
growing new ones. Unfortunately,
our chemical system has to be self-
contained, and the undesirable side-
reactions have to be eliminated, or at
least held to a minimum. This is the
challenge of our future work.

In 1984 additional studies were
done to ascertain the factors that
determine the rates of quenching
and back-reactions. Also, we charac-

terized the properties of the
hydrides, which are the immediate
precursors to hydrogen, as well as
the properties of certain interme-
diates in oxygen generation, the pro-
cess complementary to hydrogen
formation.

Norman Sutin aligns a laser used for
photochemical studies involving Rabipy
and various quenchers. The neodymium
laser, with a pulse width of 25 nano-
seconds, is used to convert the Rubipy
into its excited state.



Medical
Department

The Medical Research Center is divided into
three sections: research laboratories, the Clinical
Research Center, and the Occupational Medicine
Clinic which serves BNL.

At the Clinical Research Center, human sub-
jects participate in clinical studies on conditions
which include pulmonary disease, osteoporosis,
chronic lymphocytic leukemia and neuropsychi-
atric disorders. Animal subjects, housed and
cared for in our large- and small-animal facili-
ties, are used in studies of such areas as jnhala-
tion toxicology and mammary carcinogenesis.

Overall, research falls into five categories:
environmental health sciences, medical applica-
tions of nuclear technology and medical physics,
host defense sciences, nuclear medicine, and
genetics and biochemical sciences. Each of these
categories covers a broad range of research, as
illustrated by the following glimpse into our
work in genetics and biochemical sciences.



More Evidence
For Cancer Prevention
With Vitamin A

Vitamin A deficiency has been associated with an
increased risk of various types of cancer in humans. And
there is a grovdng body of evidence that retinoids (a chem-
ical group which includes vitamin A, its derivatives and
analogues) are effective in reducing certain kinds of
cancers, at least in animals.

Some of that evidence comes from Brookhaven's
research into carcinogenesis. Since 1981, with funding
from the National Cancer Institute, we have conducted a
study to evaluate the ability of retinyl acetate, a vitamin A
derivative, to inhibit the development of breast tumors in
rats.

I e looked not only at
I the total number of
tumors, but at the
proportion of rats

I with breast tumors,
over a period of 1,113

I days — equivalent to
a 95 to 100-year human life span.
Concluded at the end of September
1984, this has been the only life
span study of retinoid inhibition of
any tumors in any species. Farther,
it has provided the only existing
data on the inhibition of radiation-
induced and spontaneous breast
tumors in rats.

To begin the experiment, a popu-
lation of 625,55-day-old female rats
was divided into eight groups. Two
groups were given a single oral
dose of the carcinogenic chemical
compound dimethylbenz[a}anthra-
cene (DMBA) in sesame oil, while
two control groups received only
sesame oil. Two of the remaining
groups were given =» sub-lethal,
whole-body dose of x rays, while
the final two control groups were
sham-irradiated.

Seven days after these treat-
ments, we began putting retinyl
acetate in the food of one half of the

Claire Shellabarger (left) watches as
John Stone (seated) operates on a rat to
remove a mammary tumor. Seymour
Holtzman records the information
about a tumor removed earlier, in a log-
book containing tumor histories of all
the rats in the study.



rats, and those rats remained on
this diet throughout their lifetimes.

From then on, each rat was
checked weekly for breast tumors.
Tumors with a diameter of one cen-
timeter or larger were surgically
removed and histologically classi-
fied. Two types of mammary tumors
were observed: benign fibroadeno-
mas and malignant adenocarcino-
mas. Adenocarcinomas in rats,
however, do not metastasize as
often as they do in humans.

As the data were tabulated, they
showed that whether tumors were
induced by DMBA or x rays, retinyl
acetate inhibited both the propor-
tion of rats with adenocarcinomas
and the total number of adenocar-
cinomas per group. A similar inhi-
bition of both incidence and
number of chemically and
radiation-induced breast tumors
was observed with fibroadenomas.

Most interesting, however, were
the results with rats that received
no carcinogen — the ones which
could only develop spontaneous
tumors. In those put on the retinyl
acetate diet, the proportion of rats
with a tumor was significantly
inhibited. Overall, in the control
groups, rats that were not fed
retinyl acetate developed one or
more spontaneous tumors five
times more often than the controls
fed retinyl acetate.

The results of the first 650 days
of this study were reported in the
previous Highlights (Jan. 82 - Mar.
83). At that time, too few spontane-
ous tumors had appeared in the
control groups to evaluate the
effects. But at 700 days (about 60
years in human terms), the propor-
tion rose dramatically, underscor-
ing the value of a life span study
such as this. Since most humans

are not normally exposed to the
relatively large doses of carcino-
gens given to the rats, the spon-
taneous tumor data may most
accurately reflect the human
condition.

Charted here Is the proportion of
female rats which developed a
mammary adeaocarcinoma dur-
ing the 1.113 day study. Note
that whether the rats were
exposed to the chemical DMBA,
to x rays or to no carcinogen at
all, significantly fewer cancer-
ous breast tumors occurred In
the rats that were fed retinyl
acetate on a daily basis. (For
charting purposes, data from the
four control [sham] groups are
combined into two lines).
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The Free Radical Connection

Ozone, asbestos, radiation, smoke — these are among the
agents that can wreak havoc in the human body, if intro-
duced in sufficient quantities. Some do damage by poison-
ing the system, while others are carcinogens.

n Brookhaven's con-
tinuing research in
biochemistry, we
have looked for con-
nections between the
reactions that pro-

i duce these seemingly
unrelated toxicities. We now believe
that the presence of free radicals
supplies that connection. Free rad-
icals are chemical compounds
which have at least one uupaired
electron, and, in their search to
complete the pair, they tend to be
very reactive.

Free radical reactions have been
implicated in such conditions as
inflammation and edema from var-
ious causes, reperfusion injuries
(injuries that occur when blood
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flow returns to oxygen-starved
tissue, as after a heart attack), tox-
icity resulting from too much oxy-
gen, and the toxic side effects of
some cancer drugs. They are also
being linked to aspects of the aging
process.

The cycles that produce these
damaging reactions can go on for
hours, days or even longer. Some of
the oxidative reactions involve
metals found in the body, such as
iron and copper, and can culminate
in the production of a free radical
called the hydroxyl radical (OHO.
When OH- is formed close to or in a
cellular membrane, it can react
with the polyunsaturated fatty
acids, or lipids, that comprise most
of the membrane, to begin oxidative
reactions that form lipid peroxy
free radicals (LOO-) and lipid
hydroperoxide (LOOH). Reactions of
LOO- or LOOH that start in a cell's
nuclear membrane can ultimately
affect the DNA in contact with it.

Basically, this lipid oxidation is
the same reaction that occurs when
fats turn rancid in foods. And it
appears to be the process that, in
some cases, causes the ultimate
damage to living tissue. In other
cases, the membrane lipid oxida-
tion results from primary damage
elsewhere in the cell. With a car-
cinogen, only one cell may carry
residual damage in its DNA, and the
damage, after being silent for many
years, may or may not develop into
a cancer. In the case of a general
cell toxin, however, many cells are
affected simultaneously, disrupting
organic function.

For one of our models cf this free
radical type of toxicity, ve chose
paraquat, perhaps best known as
the weed killer used to destroy
marijuana fields. This herbicide
biodegrades in sunlight in three
days, but if even very small
amounts are ingested, paraquat is

almost always fatal to humans, due
to these oxidative and free radical
reactions occurring on a massive
scale in the lung.

Paraquat becomes concentrated
in the lung and initiates the reac-
tion sequence that results in a
constant production of OH-, which
then attacks the lipids in the lung
membranes, producing edema as a
result of breaking down the cells
lining the pulmonary vessels and
air passages. If the dose is high
enough, the victim essentially
drowns in edema fluid, dying of
acute respiratory insufficiency.
Even those who survive the first
few days may die of chronic respi-
ratory insufficiency over the next
several weeks.

Our primary tool in studying
these mechanisms has been Elec-
tron Spin Resonance (ESR), a
method for specifically identifying
free radicals, monitoring their reac-
tion rates and inferring the reaction
mechanisms. Using ESR in con-
junction with other techniques, we
have gathered conclusive evidence
that, in the case of paraquat, metals
play an obligatory role in connect-
ing the initial oxidation processes.
It is also now clear that metal-
driven oxidative free radical cycles
can operate within membranes as
well as within the watery regions of
the body.

We are now applying this basic
information to search for a therapy
for paraquat toxicity. Our f;rst
attempt, one in which rats were
given large doses of a compound
known to remove iron from body
fluids and liver cells, failed. This
experiment, however, did contrib-
ute to unraveling the complexities
of the interrelated oxidative an<i
free radical mechanisms of toxicity
in the body, and more work with
paraquat is planned.

Our efforts in the broad and
important field of health effects of
oxidative and free radical damage
will continue, emphasizing the
impact of environmental exposures
and, perhaps, eventually opening
the door to successful
interventions.



Blood
vessels
in the
lung

In its ability to cause damaging reac-
tions, paraquat is similar to some other
toxic agents. In this example, (1) para-
quat is ingested and (2) becomes con-
centrated in the lung, initiating a reac-
tion sequence that depends on oxygen
and results in a prolonged productic of
the free radical known as the hydroxyl
radical, or OH-. (3) The OH- attacks the
lipids in the lung membranes and other
vital components of cells, breaking
them down. (4) The damage to the lung
blood vessels, cells, and air passages
can result in a dangerous buildup of
edema fluid, in the lung tissue.

Karen Schaich (seated) and Donald
Borg (standing) use electron spin
resonance to study free radicals. As
Schaich Injects a solution containing
free radicals into the sample cavity
between the poles of the spectroiiieter's
magnet, Arthur Forman works with the
laboratory computer to collect and ana-
lyze data from the experiment.



Of Chemicals and Chromosomes

When a chromosome aberration occurs, the genetic mate-
rial has been changed. Such variations are surprisingly
wide-spread, arising spontaneously, or from exposure to
agents such as radiation or chemicals. Generally, these
changes have no effect on an individual and go unnoticed.
In some cases, however, they can initiate a cancer or
cause birth defects in future generations. But how much
exposure is necessary to cause a detectable increase in
chromosome aberrations? Do they occur more frequently
in an exposed population than in the normal population?

I n the 1960's, these
I kinds of questions
I were answered by a
study which provided
baseline measure-
ments of exposure to

I ionizing radiation in
a normal population, for compari-
son with measurements from
exposed populations. Unfortu-
nately, the aberrations pro*, aced by
ionizing radiation are different from
those produced by chemical expo-
sure, for which comparable anal-
yses were never done. Thus, recent
cases of chemical crisis, such as
Love Canal and Agent Orange, took
place without baseline data against
which to measure claims that Love
Canal residents or Vietnam veter-
ans suffered more chromosome
aberrations than the normal
population.

That situation is in the process of
being rectified by our five-year
baseline study of chromosome
aberration due to chemical expo-
sure, a collaboration between
Brookhaven and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory that began in 1982.
Supported by the National Toxicol-
ogy Program (NTP), the study is
epidemiological in its approach to
generating a random sample and
cytogenetic in the techniques used
to measure chromosome aberra-
tions. The marriage of these two
disciplines assures that our
cytogenetic studies are designed
properly and gives us confidence

60 that we have controlled the signifi-

cant confounding variables — age,
sex, medical background, personal
habits, etc. — in a statistically sig-
nificant sample population.

For the first three years, the
study sample was drawn from BNL
employees, nearly 400 of whom
volunteered to answer our ques-
tionnaire and donate a 10-milliliter
blood sample. Though men and
women responded about equally,
we concluded the first three years
with a sample limited in terms of
race and age, and our aim in the
final two years is to extend the
study in these directions.

Examining the white cells from
the participants' blood samples,
our cytogeneticists are looking for
two end points: chromosome aber-
ration and sister chromatic!
exchange (SCE). Though SCE was
discovered at Brookhaven in 1957,
methods for applying it to large
groups of people became available
only a few years ago. Now we are
evaluating the sensitivity of both
SCE and chromosome aberration as
a measure of the effect of chemicals
in the environment and the
workplace.

The protocols under which the
blood samples are studied are pre-
cisely the same as those used in a
previous study (1982-3), for which
we collaborated with the Center for
Disease Control (CDC) and Oak
Ridge to investigate the incidence
of chromosome aberrations in resi-
dents of Love Canal and a control
group from the nearby Niagara Falls
area. The CDC study was under-
taken to resolve controversy raised
by an earlier study (1980) con-
ducted without a control group,
which suggested that Love Canal
residents did have increased
chromosome aberrations. But when
the results of Brookhaven's study
were released in May 1983, they
showed no difference between resi-
dents and controls.

Though our findings resolved
many of the concerns raised by the
control-deficient effort, we realized
at the outset of the CDC study that
baseline measurements would
increase our confidence in the con-



trol data. That is why we initiated
the current NTP study: to provide
guidelines for looking for variables
that might affect the choice of con-
trols and the size of the control
group, when setting up a study of
exposed populations.

Seen through the laboratory door is
Beatrice Pyatt (foreground), who pre-
pares to analyze a slide containing a few
drops of blood. Pyatt is looking for
chromosome aberrations. Results of
previous analyses are being scrutinized
by Robin Leonard (seated) and Michael
Bender.

The Other Side
Of the Story

It is said that there are two
sides to every story, and the
story of our chemical baseline
study is no exception. The other
side is our basic research on the
molecular mechanisms involved
in causing chromosome
aberrations.

As part of this research, we
study diseases with DNA repair
deficiencies. One of these is
ataxia telangiectasia, a genetic
disease where the sufferers are
extremely sensitive to radiation
and abnormally cancer prone.
The number of affected persons
is very small, while the number
of carriers is much larger. We
ask such questions as: What
accounts for these phenomena?
Are carriers also at an increased
risk of getting cancer? Are they
also more radiosensitive than
other people?

In search of answers, we irra-
diate cells from both sufferers
and carriers, then study the pro-
duction of chromosome aberra-
tions during the different phases
of the cell cycle. We have found
that in one phase, the sufferers'
cells are chromosomally radio-
sensitive, but only the usual
types of aberrations occur. Cells
in another phase, however, are
not chromosomally radiosensi-
tive in the usual sense, but
instead display abnormal aber-
ration types. We have not yet
detected similar events '*i the
cells of carriers.

We see these findings as a clue
to understanding the molecular
mechanisms behind the forma-
tion of chromosome aberra-
tions. And as we continue our
basic research, perhaps the rest
of the story will unfold.
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Research in the Biology Department falls into
three main areas: the design and operation of
unique experimental facilities that are used
extensively for structural biology; the structure,
function and control of normal cellular activities;
and the responses of cells to radiation and
chemical damages. In 1984, a Center for Struc-
tural Biology was established within the
department to assume responsibility for the
department's Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscope (STEM) and for the structural biol-
ogy instruments at the High Flux Beam Reactor
and the National Synchrotron Light Source.



T7 and Genetic Engineering

Twenty years ago, Brookhaven selected an obscure virus
named T7 for studies of DNA. We picked T7 because it
contains a single piece of DNA with only about 50 genes,
in contrast to a plant or animal cell containing thousands
of genes. Today, this simple virus has carried the Labora-
tory into the vast arena of genetic engineering.

The bacteriophage T7 magnified
365,000 times.
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7 is a bacteriophage.
or "bacteria-eating"
virus. When T7
invades a host cell, it
makes proteins that
turn off the host
genes and turn on the

TJ genes. In this way, it converts the
entire cell to making new T7 viruses.
In a short time, the host cell dis-
solves, releasing hundreds of T7
virus particles to infect other cells
and repeat the process.

We have learned in great detail
how T7 works. We understand its
genetics; we've determined the
sequence of the nucleotides in its
DNA, all 39,936 base pairs: we've
cloned virtually every gene; and we
have mutants of almost all the genes.
Such complete information is power-
ful stuff and allows us to manipulate
the system in novel ways.

Several years ago. Brookhaven
began applying this knowledge of T7
to make particular proteins in large
amounts. The idea was to mimic the
way T7 works.

To express a gene (to take infor-
mation in the gene and use it to
make a protein), the cell makes a
messenger RNA, which carries
information from DNA to the ribo-
some, a protein factory. The key to
T7's successful invasion of a host
cell lies in its ability to control which
messenger RNAs are made.

Messenger RNA is made by an
enzyme called RNA polymerase. The
signal that tells the RNA polymerase
which messenger RNAs to make is
called a promoter. When T7 invades
a host cell, it makes an RNA polymer-
ase that recognizes only a very spe-
cific promoter already found in T7



DNA — and not found in the DNA of
the host cell. At the same time. T7
takes an additional step to ensure its
success: it deactivates the host
polymerase. preventing any produc-
tion of messenger RNA from the host
DNA. Hence, the only active polymer-
ase is T7's. which reads only promot-
ers in its own DNA.

T7 uses this strategy to its own
advantage, and we can use it too. to
make any protein at will. We start by
cloning the T7 gene that produces
RNA polymerase, so the polymerase
can be made separate from the T7.
The specific promoter is added and,
next to it, the gene for the protein we
want to make. And there it is: we've
engineered a system to make
proteins.

We can also fine-tune the system
so that a lot of protein is made. Each
messenger RNA contains signals to
tell the ribosome where to start and
stop in making a protein, and how
much of the protein to make.
Because T7 has to make many new
virus particles in a short time, V?
messenger RNAs have signals that
tell the ribosomes to make lots of
protein. In principle, these signals
can be used to boost the amount of
any protein, and we are incorporat-
ing them into the messenger RNAs
for the proteins we wish to make.

Brookhaven is by no means the
only laboratory to develop a system
that makes proteins. Many others
have — witness the big business
today in engineering new drugs such
as interferon. agricultural proteins
such as pesticides, enzymes for food
processing, growth hormones, and
the missing clotting factor in hemo-
philiacs. One advantage of our T7
system may be its ability to direct all
the action to a single gene, while
shutting off all other genes in the
cell.

Through the years. T7 has become
an intimate friend, giving up its
secrets to our constant prodding.
Brookhaven's exhaustive research
on this virus was undertaken to
learn about the fundamental pro-
cesses of life. Now it promises to pay
off in practical contributions to
genetic engineering as well.

William Studler (left) and John Dunn
check the results of an analysis of pro-
tein production.
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Through the Eyes of STEM

Through the eyes of STEM, Brookhaven's scanning trans-
mission electron microscope, objects appear ten million
times bigger with such fine resolution that scientists can
see biological molecules and even single heavy atoms.

Joseph Wall (left) and James Hainfeld
watch an Image of a sample recon-
structed on a TV screen as the sample is
scanned by STEM In the background.
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| n electron microscope
illuminates a speci-

I men with electrons
and magnifies and
focuses with magnetic
fields. The main dif-
ference between an

ordinary electron microscope and a
scanning transmission electron
microscope is that the latter scans a
specimen one point at a time and is
much more sensitive to small
objects.

In Brookhaven's STEM, electrons
are focused to a tiny point 2.5 ang-
stroms in diameter (one angstrom is
about the diameter of an atom).
Probing a specimen sequentially, the
electron beam builds a picture the



way a TV does. Electrons passing
through the specimen are picked up
and analyzed by sensitive detectors,
and the signals fed into a computer,
which reconstructs an image on a
TV screen. Because it can make an
image of a specimen as well as pre-
cisely measure the number of elec-
trons that interact with atoms in the
specimen. STEM is a powerful tool in
the study of biological structure.

Specifically, the microscope is
used to make mass measurements of
proteins, nucleic acids, and com-
plexes of the two. such as viruses.
Mass measurements provide a direct
link between the image of a speci-
men and biochemical information
on that specimen. When the mea-
surements are correlated with the
biochemistry, they can be used to
identify objects in an image and
determine the arrangement of inter-
nal components (mass mapping).

In 1984. we added a new dimen-
sion to mass mapping by developing
new techniques for labeling mole-
cules, techniques which allow us to
highlight specific chemical sites on a
molecule.

One method uses as a label a clus-
ter of eleven gold atoms. Eight ang-
stroms in diameter, the gold cluster
is ten times smaller than conven-
tional microscopic labels. The
smaller the label, the more detail can
be seen. So far, three experiments
have been done: confirming the posi-
tion of the carbohydrate on hapto-
globin: finding the biotin binding
site on avidin (work done in collabo-
ration with the University of Penn-
sylvania): and labeling lysine
residues on proteins.

The second labeling technique
uses a single platinum atom. In one
experiment (done in collaboration
with the National Institutes of
Health), the platinum atom was at-
tached to an adenosine triphosphate
molecule (ATP). This complex was
then bound to glutamine synthetase,
a bacterial enzyme, to locate that
enzyme's 12 binding sites for ATP.
Previous biochemistry work had
shown that six binding sites were on
the top and six on the bottom. Our
experiment revealed the exact loca-

tions of tin se sites at the edge of the
molecule.

STEM operates full-time for Brook-
haven scientists as well as for those
from other laboratories, universities
and industry. The busy research
program testifies to the microscope's
reliability and capability. A new elec-
tron source has been developed so
that doses to the samples can be
reduced, thus decreasing radiation
damage. Also, major advances have
been made in sample preparation
and in image analysis techniques. As
a result, the mass measurements
continually improve, and we expect
to achieve a useful resolution of 5.0
angstroms on essentially undam-
aged biological specimens. The worm-like object is really a polymer

chain often avidin molecules magnified
about 1.4 million times. The avidin has
four locations where biotin binds
tightly. The pairs of black dots are gold
atoms which label the locations of
biotin-binding sites on avidin. The
experiment is the first time this labeling
method has *ieen used successfully to
mark a biochemical site in a molecule
for electron microscopy.

Performing one step in the long and
exacting process of preparing a sample
for STEM, Kristin D. Chung uses a
pipette to place a drop of sample onto
the surface of a microscope grid so
small it appears as a black dot at the tip
of the pipet In her other hand is filter
paper used to absorb excess sample
from the grid.
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Counting Kernels for Better Crops
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Each year, Brookhaven plants two to six acres of corn on
Lab property and a tenth of an acre on the fertile island of
Molokai, Hawaii. At harvest time, the succulent ears are
destined not for the cafeteria lunchtables, but for certain
biology laboratories, where our work in molecular genetics
will be of long-range benefit to plant breeders.

Molecular genetics is the study of inherited characteris-
tics at the DNA level. Brookhaven uses corn for molecular
genetics research for two main reasons.

The genes are often visibly expressed in the kernels,
making it possible to correlate changes at the DNA level
with observable changes on the plant. And corn is easier
to manipulate genetically than most other plant species.

I oday. new analytical
techniques have been
developed that can aid
the p'ant breeder. For
example, the DNA can
be marked to identify

I genetically important
regions in different strains of plants.
Also, studies are now possible on
biologically important phenomena
that confront the plant breeder.

In 1983, Brookhaven began a set
of experiments on mutations. This
work was initiated by the observa-
tion that when cells are grown in
tissue culture, mutations occur fre-
quently. We wanted to know what
actually caused them. We also
wanted to discover the mechanism
of mutation and see if it could be
made economically useful as a way to
get desirable mutations.

For plant breeders working to
improve major crops like wheat, soy-
beans, corn and rice, the advantages
of selective mutations are clear. In
the last 20 years, for example,
mutant dwarf stock has been used to
develop new hybrid wheat and rice
varieties. The dwarf plants put more
energy into growing the grain than
into growing the plants.

Conventional plant breeding is
done by looking at a very large

Frances Burr applies a sample of coin
protein to a gel In preparation for elec-
trophoresis, which will separate the pro-
teins. This is one of a number of bio-
chemical and molecular techniques
applied to practical problems in plant
breeding.



number of individual plants, making
a selection and breeding only those
selected. To get new genes into the
pool, breeders regenerate plants from
tissue culture, relying on that
method to get new mutations.

We did a genetic analysis of the
tissue culture method and con-
firmed that the process of regenera-
tion in tissue culture is sufficient
shock to produce mutations. In fact,
the mutation rate is ten times
higher than what would occur
naturaJIy.

What caused the mutations? We
guessed that the tissue culturing
activated genes to break out of their
normal linear arrangement in a
chromosome and move to different
positions in the TMA. ("Jumping
genes" were discovered by Nobel lau-
reate Barbara McClintock.) To test
our theory, studies were done on
shrunken gene mutations, which
cause indented kernels. When DNA
from the shrunken genes was
extracted and examined, we were
surprised to find that it had not
been rearranged: jumping genes
were not the source of mutations.

That meant that something in the
tissue culture medium was
mutagenic.

We looked first at 2,4-D. a chemical
used to proliferate corn tissue in cul-
ture. In low doses, it replaces a natu-
ral hormone in plants. In high doses,
it kills broadleaved weeds. Our tests
showed that 2.4-D is not mutagenic.

Most recently, we have begun to
study ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid, better known as EDTA. EDTA
chelates, or binds to. metal ions.
Plants need very small amounts of
different metal ions, and EDTA is
added to the culture medium to hold
the metal in solution.

Our initial tests indicate that
EDTA is mildly mutagenic. increas-
ing the natural level of mutations
about six times. The nex! step will be
to regenerate plants in tissue culture
with and without EDTA (the second
batch having an EDTA substitute so
as not to disrupt regeneration). Once
full grown, the plants will be exam-
ined for mutations in four catego-
ries: waxy, color, bronze and

shrunken. Waxy mutations can be
detected in pollen, so that will be a
first quick test to see if we are on the
right track.

If EDTA is not triggering the muta-
mutations, another chemical is. and
our studies will continue until the
right one is found. We are convinced
that the mutations are caused by
some chemical in the culture
medium.

Brookhaven's recent work on
mutations has clear implications for
plant breeding. Even though tissue
culturing does result in new muta-
tions, we now feel that mutations
may be more easily induced by
directly treating seeds or pollen with
chemicals. Already, we know that
chemical mutagenesis results in 100
times more mutations than occur in
tissue culture, and the kinds of
mutations due to chemicals are
generally the same as those occur-
ring in tissue culture.

Ben Burr and Marjorie Neuberger
examine a corn plant
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Department of
Nuclear Energy

The Department of Nuclear Energy conducts
programs related to fission and fusion reactors.
Work is performed in nuclear safety, nuclear
waste management, nuclear material safeguards
and development of advanced reactor systems.
Also, the department serves the low energy
nuclear science community by compiling and
evaluating data from neutron physics, charged-
particle reactions, and nuclear structure and
decay.

In recent years, the safety of nuclear power
reactors has become a highly emotional issue in
this country. The department provides vital
technical support to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, which licenses and regulates
power reactors. The following pages illustrate
the depth of Brookhaven's research in the area
of nuclear safety.



The nuclear power plant accident at Three Mile Island
evolved over a period of several hours. It was several
weeks, however, before a computer cranked out informa-
tion which could have had an impact on the situation. By
then it was too late to influence the events that had
evolved.

Could the whole situation have been averted if the plant
operators had had timely assistance from a plant analyzer
computer system like the one recently developed by
Brookhaven? Possibly yes!
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I rookhaven's plant
I analyzer is a sophisti-
cated mathematical
model of the inner
workings of a nuclear
power plant, packaged

I in an advanced mini-
computer. Our work on the plant
analyzer began two years ago when
we saw a need for a fast and reliable
computer system that would replace,
in part, the large central computing
facilities now in use. We set out to
develop a responsive, everyday work
tool for people in three areas: plant
operators on the job, operators in
training and the U.S. Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission acting in its
licensing and regulating capacity.

Late in 1983, we completed our
plant analyzer for boiling water reac-
tors. In 1984, we began to plan the
work on pressurized water reactors.

Comparing the BNL plant analyzer
to a large computer system, the plant
analyzer has proven to be a hundred
times faster, while still producing
the same answers. In fact, it can
compute a process ten times faster
than real time.

That speed makes the plant ana-
lyzer seem like a crystal ball. Because
of it, an operator can compute in
advance what would happen if he
closed a valve or shut off a pump or
did neither. And the calculations can
be done in minutes, giving the oper-
ator more time to decide the best
course of action.

The plant analyzer predicts what
happens in transients, which are
events in progress. Ordinary tran-
sients include starting a plant, shut-

ting it down, or adjusting power to
match demand. An accidental tran-
sient occurs when something goes
wrong and the operator has to man-
ually return the plant to a safe con-
dition. A severe transient can lead to
a shutdown — a costly event because
of the power loss. Simulating severe
accidents is the strength of our plant
analyzer. Existing training simula-
tors cannot predict severe accidents.

The BNL plant analyzer uses a
newly available minicomputer that
had been originally designed to sim-
ulate complex systems at faster than
real time. Already, it's being used for
aviation, space and military
applications.

In the U.S.. Brookhaven is the first
to use this computer to simulate the
flow of mixed fluid phases in nuclear
power plants. That is the crux of
simulating transients in reactors,
because this two-phase flow affects
whether the reactor core will be
covered, hence under control, or
uncovered and possibly melting.

The term "two-phase"" refers to
liquid and vapor. In a boiling water
reactor, water boils and converts to
steam that drives a turbine to make
electricity. Since boiling water is a
mixture of liquid and vapor, simulat-
ing the flow of that mixture through
a reactor core requires treating the
two phases individually, particularly
in an accident, when vapor collects
at the top of the reactor vessel, while
the liquid falls and uncovers the top
of the core.

In a pressurized water reactor,
water in the core is heated and then
circulated in heat exchangers that



generate vapor to turn the turbines.
Under normal conditions, high pres-
sure in the water system keeps the
water liquid. If a stuck open valve
releases coolant, a process which
lowers the pressure, like a cap pop-
ping off a soda bottle, the liquid
flashes into vapor. Again, the liquid
sinks and the vapor rises.

Two-phase problems are difficult
to analyze. They can be done on large
computer systems, but the process is
slow. One reason the BNL plant ana-
lyzer is significantly faster is that
there has been rapid advancement
in computer hardware. For example,
because memory chips are so cheap
today, we have computed numerous
arithmetic operations ahead of time
and stored the results in memory, to
be used over and over again. Also,
computers now contain multipro-
cessors, which handle data in paral-

lel fashion. Our plant analyzer's
computer uses six multiprocessors.

To take even greater advantage of
the machine's capabilities, we devel-
oped new. sophisticated models of
the processes that occur during
power plant transients, particularly
in the difficult area of two-phase
flow. Then we created mathematical
formulations to represent those pro-
cesses, and programmed them into
the computer.

In the two years since we began
working on the plant analyzer, BNL
has proven that the right combina-
tion of machine and modeling
results in a computer system far
superior to the large systems in use
now. We expect the BNL plant ana-
lyzer to become a useful tool for the
nuclear industry and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Wolfgang Wulff watches a computer dis-
play of system pressure and fission
power response in a boiling water reac-
tor, as simulated by the plant analyzer.



Cracking the Problem of Corrosion

Reports are starting to come in from all over the world that
certain older nuclear power reactors are experiencing
stress corrosion cracking in Inconel tubing. The seem-
ingly widespread problem has sounded an alarm in the
U.S. because out of the 81 licensed power reactors in this
country, two-thirds of them are pressurized water reactors
that use Inconel.

Stress corrosion cracking in Inconel (a trade name for a
nickel-based alloy that also contains chromium and iron)
is a main area of study at Brookhaven, under an extensive
research program on materials problems at nuclear power
plants. We are looking at the mechanism of the cracking,
as well as trying to find and test solutions to the problem.

I any thousands of feet
| of Inconel tubing are
used in the steam

| generator of a pres-
, surized water reactor
| (PWR). The tubing car-
ries hot primary

water from the reactor core into the
steam generator, where the process
of heat transfer turns secondary
water into steam to run turbines,
producing electricity. The tubing
provides a boundary between the
radioactive primary water and the
non-radioactive secondary water.

Stress corrosion cracking is
caused mainly by a chemical reac-
tion between the metal and the high
temperature primary water in the
tubes. Radiation is not a factor. What
is important, however, is stress in
the metaJ.

A major source of stress occurs
when a steam generator is built. The
ends of the tubes are shoved into a
cylindrical support called a tube
sheet, which contains thousands of
holes. Each tube is fitted into a hole
and expanded to fit tightly. The
expansion causes high tensile stress
in the metal and leaves it signifi-
cantly more vulnerable to cracking.

An additional problem occurs in
older PWRs. In those, tube expansion
was done only partway up the sup-
port holes, leaving crevices around
the upper part of the tubes. The
combination of inadequate flushing

74 in those crevices and a concentra-

Rabindranath Bandy (left) and Daniel
van Rooyen examine a U-bend of
Inconel after it was tested in an auto-
clave for stress corrosion cracking.

tion of non-volatile impurities
(sludge) in the boiling secondary
water causes a caustic reaction, lead-
ing to stress corrosion cracking from
the secondary side.

Another form of corrosion asso-
ciated with the build-up of impuri-
ties is called intergranular corrosion.
Seen under a microscope, a cross
section of metal looks granular.
Intergranular corrosion occurs
around the stress-weakened grain
boundaries. It looks like a cancerous
web. .n contrast with stress crack-
ing, which usually occurs only at a
few grain boundaries.

A tube crack allows radioactive
primary water to escape into the
clean secondary water. While it is
possible for that radiation to find its
way out of the reactor, the amount
escaping would be small, posing
minimal health hazard. Actually, the
bigger problem is cost, because when
a significant leak is found, a plant
has to be shut down for repairs, and
down time means a tremendous loss
of revenue.

The current remedy for cracks is
to plug the tube, taking it out of ser-
vice. There is a limit to how much
plugging can be done, however. At
some point, the reactor will lose effi-
ciency. Also, since the steam genera-
tor is the means for cooling the reac-
tor core, its capacity to transfer heat
from the primary system to the
secondary cannot be reduced below a
certain level.

Fortunately, nuclear reactors are
designed with an excess of tubing,
and a certain percentage of plugging
does no harm. But plugging doesn't
solve the problem for certain reac-
tors. In those, stress corrosion crack-
ing combined with other secondary
corrosion processes have made it
necessary to replace the steam
generators in six reactors, at consid-
erable cost to the utilities and their
customers.

At Brookhaven. we have combined
our study of the mechanics of stress
corrosion cracking with a search for
an alternative to plugging. We know
that another alloy, one that has a
higher proportion of chromium, is
more resistant to cracking. In new
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plants, tubes could be made of the
different material. But a method
must be found to help the plants
already in operation.

One approach to solving the prob-
lem has been to insert sleeves into
the tube ends and expand the
sleeves to fit snugly. Unfortunately,
the technique creates additional
troubles. A more promising remedy
seems to be heat treatment.

Our tests have shown that
extended high heat actually changes
the structure of the metal, relieving
stress and causing precipitates at
the grain boundaries, both of which
make the metal more resistant to
several types of stress corrosion
cracking. In general, the temperature
must approach 700°C. hot enough to
begin turning the metal red. and the
heat must be applied for about 16
hours.

Recently, Brookhaven has been
perfecting a heating method that
uses coils to heat individual tubes.
The alternative is a global treatment
applied to the entire steam genera-
tor, no easy task since it's about the
size of a living room, four stories
high.

As we learn more about the mech-
anism of stress corrosion cracking
and intergranular corrosion, that
knowledge will be applied to the
problem. In the U.S.. where no new
plants are on the horizon, it's too
late for prevention, but never too late
for cure.

Stress Corrosion
In Boiling Water
Reactors

Boiling water reactors in the
U.S. are experiencing a recur-
ring problem with cracking
stainless steel pipes. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) set up a cask force to
study the pipe cracking, and
Brookhaven was asked to partic-
ipate. The group met at the
Laboratory in 1984 and drafted
a report to the NRC.

Stainless steel pipe cracking
results from intergranular stress
corrosion. This is not a new
phenomenon in nuclear reactor
piping. It has occurred over the
past 25 years in a range of pipe
sizes. The recent concern is due
to the fact that large recircula-
tion piping is reported to be
cracking.

In its investigation, the task
force did not find any cracks
leaking above NRC limits. In
addition, there have been no
structural failures caused by the
cracking. Still, the problem is
serious enough to require some
changes in current regulatory
practice.

Three basic recommendations
were made by the task force:
Materials now in use should be
replaced with a stainless steel
containing less carbon, for bet-
ter resistance to intergranular
stress corrosion cracking, and
more nitrogen, to retain
strength. Water chemistry
should be changed to reduce the
oxygen and to keep conductivity
at a low level. And heat treat-
ment should be done to relieve
stresses in affected material
which is not being replaced. The
task force also called for better
detection techniques to measure
crack depths.

The final report has been sent
to the NRC, which will make a
policy decision.
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Case Study: Diablo Canyon

The story of Diablo Canyon is a long one, and the final
chapter is not yet written. But this is the part Brookhaven
played.

The Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, near San Luis
Obispo, California, lies 2.5 miles from the Hosgri fault.
When the plant was originally proposed in 1966, the fault
was uncharted, hence the plant was designed to withstand
an earthquake of 6.5 magnitude (M) on the Richter scale.
Construction began accordingly. In 1973, the location of
the Hosgri fault was confirmed, and the plant had to be
scaled up to 7.5 M. Construction was complete in 1981,
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approved a
low power license for the plant. Soon after, the power
company itself flagged an error in construction, and the
low power license was suspended pending an investiga-
tion. That's when the NRC turned to Brookhaven.

I he Laboratory is
becoming well-known

! for its broad research
I on the response of
structures to various
loads, such as an

I earthquake, a tor-
nado, or an internal explosion. In the
case of an earthquake, Brookhaven
studies the interaction of structuie
and ground. An earthquake causes
shock waves to travel through the
ground. These waves can be ampli-
fied or reduced as they enter a struc-
ture, depending on the natural fre-
quencies of the structure, the
frequency spectrum of the input,
and the nature of surrounding soils
and the material used in the
structure.

Until recently, studies of soil/
structure interaction have been
theoretical, not verified by actual
data. Earthquakes have been
recorded since the beginning of his-
tory. That experience has been used
for some time in a rough manner to
design structures. With the devel-
opment of more precise measuring
techniques and the development of
the Richter scale in 1958. it became
possible to apply quantitatively the
science of dynamics to the design of
structures. Finally, with the advent

76 of large storage capacity digital com-

puters, complete evaluations of
structures can be carried out.

In the last lo years, seismic
instruments have been installed in
and around buildings in the U.S. and
other countries, and data are
accumulating. With this informa-
tion, we have begun to verify the
analytical computer methods used
today to evaluate structural design.

In 1982. Brookhaven was asked by
the NRC to examine what seemed at
first to be a minor problem. Diablo
Canyon has twin units that are
designed in mirror image. While the
units were under construction, the
masses of components in the analyt-
ical seismic model used to design
Unit I were put in the wrong posi-
tions in the calculations, which
would have been correct positions
for Unit II. In our investigation of
that problem, others were found.
Finally, it was decided to do an
extensive review of the seismic
design of Unit I's annulus section.

The annulus is a four-story metal
and concrete frame structure com-
posed of columns, girders, and
walkways around the interior of the
plant's containment wall. It is criss-
crossed by pipes carrying cooling
water, which is vital to the plant's
safe operation.

To evaluate the design of the
annulus, we applied a three-
dimensional computer technique
developed by Brookhaven. The
method analyzed the potential stress
produced by a 7.5 M earthquake,
considering three directions of
movement: vertical, horizontal side
to side and horizontal front to back.
These were seismic modeling
methods that substantially improved
on the ones used earlier during
design, and they led to changes in
calculated stresses.

As a result of this and other
reviews, major structural changes
were made to Unit I. Independent
inspections were done. Brookhaven
reviewed them, and we also did cer-
tain audits of our own. We are now
satisfied that the reactor has been
modified correctly and can meet the
design requirements for the postu-
lated 7.5 M Hosgri event.



This problem is not unique to
nuclear plants, nor is it only caused
by earthquakes. Every structure has
a spectrum of natural frequencies at
which it will vibrate. If one or more
of these frequencies is excited, the
structure can shake violently enough
to destroy vital equipment. It can
even shake apart, which was the fate
of a bridge known as Galloping Ger-
tie in the state of Washington. One
particular windy day in 1940, the
wind produced catastrophic motions
at the natural frequencies of the
bridge, causing it to undulate wildly
until it fell apart.

In the U.S. today, 40 nuclear power
plants are in various stages of con-
struction, some on the verge of being
licensed. Of these, Brookhaven's cur-

Poring over blueprints and computer
calculations for a structural safety
analysis of a nuclear power plant are
(from left) Sushi! Sharma, Morris Reich,
A. J. Philippacopoulos, Charles Miller
and Carl Costantino.

rent caseload is five reactors, includ-
ing Diablo Canyon. On request from
the NRC, we study a particular aspect
of a plant, drawing on our expertise
in structural dynamics and using
computer, models to simulate what
would happen under various
conditions.

Each plant is unique because of
location and design. Brookhaven's
job is to understand all the variables,
make a judgment, and turn that
information over to the NRC. 77
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Applied Mathematics

Basic research and basic service are the hallmarks of the
Applied Mathematics Department. Our research in the
mathematical sciences includes investigations in analyti-
cal and numerical methods, as well as statistical methods.
Among the services we provide are assistance in the appli-
cation of computational, statistical and mathematical
techniques; operation of the Central Scientific Computing
Facility; Lab-wide support of distributed computer equip-
ment; and planning and development of future data pro-
cessing facilities and tools.

The Dynamics of Chaos
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hat do electrical cir-
J cuit theory, sleep/
I wake cycles, fluid
motions, the national

I economy and chemi-
cal reactions share in

I common? To start
with, all are complicated systems
which do not always respond
predictably.

These are examples of non-linear
dynamic behavior. Although a com-
plete description of such a dynami-
cal system can be quite complicated,
often there is a simple model locked
inside, crying to get out. In 1984, we
developed a unique software package
to help in understanding those sim-
ple dynamical models.

The key to recognizing simple
dynamical models is chaos. As a
mathematical term, chaos refers to
behavior in a dynamical system so
simple it would appear to run like
clockwork, but which, in fact,
behaves unpredictably. Simple sys-
tems with chaotic dynamics can, for
example, produce output signals
containing broadband noise. Often,
the chaotic behavior of a simple
model can explain the unpredictabil-
ity in a complicated system.

One application where this occurs
is fluid dynamics. During 1984, we
simulated a two-phase air/water flow
experiment which involved twenty
measuring probes, using a computer
model which calculates over 500
quantities, such as velocities and

pressures, at each instant in time.
Despite this complexity, the system
can settle into chaotic behavior
which could be explained by a simple
model oscillating among three or
four elementary modes of behavior.

To extract a simple model from a
complicated system, we must find
evidence of few-mode, or low-
dimensional dynamic behavior, then
attempt to identify the important
modes and. finally, build a mathe-
matical description of the dynamic
interactions among modes. There
are several techniques for doing this,
either from experimental data, or
from theories like the laws of motion
or chemical reaction kinetics. Once a
simple model is devised, our com-
puter software can analyze the model
by constructing the dynamic geom-
etry of phase space.

Computer graphics are essential at
this stage, because phase space is an
abstract space which does not exist
in the real world. Phase space has
one dimension for each mode, or
degree of freedom, in the model. So
we can visualize the phase space of
two- or three-mode models and,
sometimes, of a four-mode model, if
the right computer graphics soft-
ware is available.

Three-dimensional phase space is
most effectively visualized by anima-
tion, with three-dimensional shapes
like the chaotic, or strange, attractor
— the heart of the dynamics —
viewed in continous rotation. The
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chaotic attractor is a topological
structure in phase space which con-
tinuously kneads trajectories like a
baker kneads dough, generating
randomness by infinite repetition of
a single basic folding action. Movie
film is one way to view this. and. dur-
ing 1984. we were the first group
anywhere to apply a COMp80 micro-
graphics processor to the study of
chaotic dynamics in phase space, via
computer-generated 16 mm movie
film.

Understanding dynamics through
the geometry of three-dimensional
phase space has proved so revealing
that we began to look for quicker
ways of producing visualizations. In
addition to continuing software
improvements, an interactive graph-
ics terminal will come on board nexl
year, to allow us to view three-
dimensional constructions rotating
on the screen.

A glimpse of what we can achieve
with our software and the COMp80
is shown in the accompanying phase
space diagrams. These show the so-
called "blue sky catastrophe" pre-
dicted for chaotic relaxation oscilla-
tions. The blue sky catastrophe was
confirmed for the first time this year,
using our software. The diagrams
help us understand the simplest way
in which a chaotic relaxation oscilla-
tion — including such examples as
heart fibrillation, irregular economic
cycles or wind-induced oscillation of
a suspension bridge — can suddenly
blow up. This is the most fundamen-
tal discovery made with our dynami-
cal systems software to date, and we
expect that geometric phase space
analysis will continue to be useful in
understanding otherwise unpredict-
able dynamics.

Shown here is the phase space geometry
associated with a blue sky catastrophe,
in which a chaotic (strange) attractor
suddenly vanishes. On top is the attrac-
tor, in this case resembling a loop with

plashed beaks; a curved separator
divides the stable and unstable regions
of phaae space. Below, the instability
region leas moved in to cut the attractor,
whose former location is indicated. 81



Reactor

Since the neutron's discovery in 1932, research reactors
— the primary source of neutrons — have added greatly to
basic scientific knowledge. The Reactor Division operates
the High Flux Beam Reactor, one of the most advanced
research reactors in the world. Physicists, chemists and
biologists use the reactor's neutron beams for basic stu-
dies in their respective fields. In addition, it is used for
other activities such as the production of radioisotopes for
medical and nuclear chemistry research; neutron activa-
tion analysis of meteorites; and radiation damage studies
in superconductors and other materials, in support of a
program on alternative energy sources.

About Cold Neutrons
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I he High Flux Beam
Reactor provides
hundreds of trillions
of neutrons every
second which have an
average energy of 25

I milli-electron volts
and wavelengths of about 2 ang-
stroms. But some experiments
require neutrons that are not so
energetic (1-5 milli-electron volts),
with a longer wavelength (4-10 ang-
stroms). Cooling down these neu-
trons is the work of Mark II, a neu-
tron moderator which started
operating in February of 1984.

The heart of the moderator is
about 1.4 liters of liquid hydrogen
contained in an aluminum chamber
located near the reactor core. This is
the business end of a 10-foot-long,
especially large diameter, beam plug
which runs through the reactor
shield and fits into a beam thimble
in the reactor vessel. Cold neutrons
are guided through the reactor
shield via three rectangular beam
tubes which penetrate the plug.

The coolant (helium gas at 17 kel-
vins) circulates in a closed loop that
envelops the chamber. It makes con-
tinuous round trips between the
chamber and a room-size refrigera-
tor outside the reactor and keeps the
hydrogen cold. Neutrons from the
surrounding heavy water in the
reactor are moderated by scattering

from the cold hydrogen and are
reduced to the lower energy required
for specialized research.

The cold neutron moderator is
located at experimental beam port H-
9. H-9 can accommodate three beam
lines, two of which are currently in
use. Physicists use one for the study
of condensed matter, such as long-
range interactions between the
atoms in a lattice, or the study of
magnetic and structural phase tran-
sitions. The other beam is used by
biologists to study the structure of
membranes and other large biologi-
cal molecules. Long wavelength, low
energy "cold" neutrons are ideal
probes for these types of
experiments.

The moderator runs 24 hours a
day, seven days a week for approxi-
mately three weeks at a time. In
short, it corresponds to the reactor
schedule. But occasionally there is a
point at which it diverges.

For instance, last spring there was
a momentary power failure in the
area due to a major brush fire. The
reactor kept on running, but the
power failure caused the moderator
to shut down completely —the valves
opened automatically and the poten-
tially explosive hydrogen was vented.

Obviously, the presence of hydro-
gen in the reactor is not to be taken
lightly. In addition to the whole sys-
tem being designed to contain an



explosion, a blanket of helium gas
envelops the hydrogen "to preclude
the possibility of air leaking in. Mul-
tiple sensors are everywhere, moni-
toring pressure and temperature. If
an abnormal reading is detected, for
whatever reason, there is no delay.
The liquid hydrogen is flushed out of
the chamber and automatically
vented outside the building into the
air.

At BNL, the idea of a cold neutron
moderator was provided for in the
original design of the reactor, and a
project to construct a cold moderator

was first seriously considered in
1968. But because there were other
more pressing budgetary needs, and
it took care and time to fine-tune the
safeguards, the moderator was put
on the back burner for a number of
years. Mark I did not see the light of
day until 1980. This machine was a
prototype from which a lot was
learned and which contributed a
great deal to the current moderator's
successful operation. One thing
learned was that the cold neutron
moderator is constantly subjected to
a hostile environment — high radia-

tion and extremes in temperature —
and that it was important to have a
backup in reserve. Consequently we
are now starting to build another
cold neutron moderator, which will
take about two years to complete.
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Safety and Environmental Protection

This division provides technical services and carries out
related research in the areas of health and safety. Major
research programs include radiological monitoring of res-
idents of the Marshall Islands; the assessment of chemical
and physical hazards in the workplace; radiological phys-
ics; support for the U.S. Department of Energy's Radiologi-
cal Assistance Plan; and groundwater surveillance, which
is described here.

The Long Island Water Watch

rookhaven is located
| at the center of Long
Island, an island

I which has been
designated by th?
Federal government

I as a "sole source
aquifer." This designation means
that groundwater is the only source
of drinking water.

Obviously, keeping the water pure
is of vital importance to both the
residential and business communi-
ties. Throughout the years, numer-
ous agencies at all levels of govern-
ment have been keeping tabs on the
groundwater, but from different
points of view. Some, for instance,
collect information only on the depth
of water, others get data only on
water quality at private residences.
But no agency has the whole picture.

Two years ago, this division and
the Department of Applied Science
collaborated to find out what infor-
mation was available, with the goal
of putting it into a form useful to
regional planners. By late 1984. we
had developed techniques and pre-
pared a guide book to assess
regional aquifer conditions from dis-
jointed data.

BNL was particularly well-suited to
do this job. The Laboratory is a
microcosm of the problems likely to
be found on the Island: we have our
own landfill, pump our own drinking
water, use groundwater to cool
equipment and have a sanitary sys-
tem typical of the area. In addition,
our staff on the project was expe-

rienced in water resource engineer-
ing, computerized simulation mod-
els, statistical analysis of data,
environmental monitoring, and data
collection and anaiysis.

To begin with, we traveled the
length of this 118-mile island to
gather groundwater and related data
from Federal, state and local agen-

Activity

Cesspools, septic tanks
etc.

Available

cies. We wanted complete informa-
tion (see accompanying chart).

The data amassed were difficult to
use because various agencies had
collected them for different purposes,
the techniques of collection and
analysis varied, and the information
was presented in dissimilar formats.
Our job, then, was to put this dis-
parate data into an integrated for-
mat, do statistical analysis and look
for relationships.

The guide book, which is the
result of our interdepartmental
expertise in overcoming these prob-
lems, provides a step-by-step proce-
dure that any regional planner or
decision-maker can use. Case stu-
dies of BNL and a town on Long
Island are given as examples. Realiz-
ing that most users do not have
sophisticated computer systems, we
aimed the information at people
with desk-top computers.

The book should do much to pave
the way for an integrated ground-

Pollution
Data —Sources ' Geohydrology

Variable information Available qualitative

Sewering—Sewage
treatment plants

Fertilizers/Agriculture

Cooling towers/
Industrial

Landfills:
Sanitary

Industrial

Recharge basins:
Storm Tvater

Cooling

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Variable information
— certain parameters
routinely analyzed

Quality of fertilizer
used/Area under
agriculture

Variable information
not directly applicable

Variable information

Available

Variable information

Available

Available qualitative

Available qualitative

Not available qualitative

Available detailed

Available detailed

Available detailed

Available detailed



water management information sys-
tem for other sole source aquifer
areas. There are nine other such
areas in the country, and 30 com-
munities have applied to be so
designated. Standardization of tech-
niques and pooling data from
regional planning boards will be of
benefit to all of them.

In the coarse of our work, we have
identified a number of important
research needs in such areas as
storm water recharge, quality assur-
ance and graphic techniques for
groundwater analysis. We hope to
contribute to these areas.

Protecting our drinking water is
everyone's concern.

Janakiiam Naldu (left) and Edward
Kaplan examine a map of Long Island
showing the relation of land use to
groundwater quality.
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Movement of •
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Groundwater
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Instrumentation

The Instrumentation Division contir -ies to supply servi-
ces such as electron microscopy, vacuum technology,
printed circuit fabrication, repair of various scientific
instruments, and computer maintenance. More and more,
however, our bread and butter is doing research and
development in such areas as nuclear particle and radia-
tion detection, signal processing of all sorts, systems for
acquiring data from and controlling experiments, and
application of nuclear and atomic techniques in elemental
analysis and other fields. But we get special satisfaction
when we develop instruments or techniques that stretch
the "state of the art" beyond its present limits. The follow-
ing story illustrates this work.

Detectors: Better Than Ever
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I raditionally. the
recording of x-ray dif-

I fraction patterns has
I been done with pho-
tographic plates, with
exposure times mea-

I sured in hours or
even days. Clearly, this means that
only very stable samples can be stu-
died. If a scientist is interested in the
structure of a biological sample and
how it changes in response to its
environment, something very much
faster is required.

With the X-ray Ring at the
National Synchrotron Light Source
nearing routine operation, the prob-
lem of getting sufficient intensity is
solved, but the experimenter will not
want to wait while a reel of movie
film is processed to find out what
happened.

Our answer is a very fast x-ray
photon detector with position-
sensing capability. Such a detector,
with the appropriate electronics, will
present the diffraction pattern on a
TV screen, in real time, so that the
experimenter can see what happens
to the sample as it is subjected to
various forces or chemicals.

Very fast detectors (handling a few
hundred thousand particles per

second) with position location of a
millimeter or so are usually gas-filled
and operate on the proportional
counter principle. A proportional
counter (invented more than half a
century ago) physically resembles a
Geiger-Muller counter, but is oper-
ated at a lower voltage so the output
pulse is proportional to the number
of ions produced by the particle
being detected. In the case of the gas
detectors we have developed, the
assembly consists of two flat plates
with a large number of very fine
parallel anode wires in the plane
midway between the plates, forming
in effect a large number of thin pro-
portional counters parallel to each
other. One coordinate of the position
of the incoming particle is found by
noting on which wire the charge is
collected. The other coordinate may
be found from the arrival times of
the charge pulses at the two ends of
the wire. Typically, a counter
designed for x rays would be about
ten centimeters square. This calls for
a great deal of very fast and very
small electronics.

One class of gas detector we
recently developed can locate a
photon to 0.1 millimeter, with an
incoming flux of several hundred



Hobie Kroner (left) and Rolf Beutten-
muller inspect a tililcon detector in a
fabrication room, which it kept free of
dust Tula particular detector hat been
developed for a high energy physics
experiment planned for next year at
CERN, a European accelerator facility.

thousand photons a second. Because
many future experiments will
require processing several mili'on
events per second, we are now devel-
oping a detector to process a
hundred million events per second,
with a position accuracy of about
one millimeter. Gas-filled detectors
for neutrons or high-energy particles
are based on the same principles: a
recently built neutron detector has a
collecting area 50 centimeters
square.

We have also been making
position-sensitive detectors frora
semiconducting crystals sue', as sil-
icon or germanium. In these, the
ionizing particle produces electron-
hole pairs in the semiconductor,
which are then collected by narrow
strip electrodes on the surface.

In making these solid detectors, a
large number of very narrow {width
of a human hair) conducting strips
can be deposited on the crystal using
techniques borrowed from the inte-
grated circuit industry. The advan-
tages of this approach are that high
energy photons are much more likely
to interact when passing through a
solid than a low pressure gas. and it
takes much less energy to create an
electron-hole pair in a solid than to
ionize a gas atom.
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General and Administratiire

The following infonrition includes personnel statistics
and highlights from certain areas of the Laboratory's
administrative activities.

Statistics

Personnel
Employment at the Laboratory has

not changed significantly over the
last three years (see statistical
charts).

For 1984. unsalaried scientific
guests and collaborators totaled
1,558. They represented 327 institu-
tions, including 96 outside the Unit-
ed States. The summer program
alone drew 131 visiting scientists
and 180 students, from 83 different
institutions.
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Employee Suggestion System
The Suggestion System encour-

ages employees to submit construc-
tive ideas that can result in cost sav-
ings or other real benefit to the Lab.
Suggestions are welcome on any
aspect of Laboratory operations. If
approved and implemented, a sug-
gestion can earn an employee a cash
award. From April 1983 through
September 1984, the Suggestion
Office processed over 185 sugges-
tions concerned with numerous BNL
functions. Ideas ranged from new
ways to save energy and money, to
novel changes in standard proce-
dures, to creative methods for
improving the Laboratory's appear-
ance. Within this time frame, awards
totaling more than $3,000 were
presented to employees.

Property Management
Information on BNL capital and

sensitive equipment is now logged in
a computer system that is accessible
from terminals in every department
and division. In addition, roughly
23,000 items with a combined value
of $175 million have been tagged
with bar codes, providing a complete
inventory of Lab equipment. All new
equipment is similarly handled to
keep the accounting up to date.

In 1984, a pilot program was
started to provide departments with
monetary credit for releasing equip-
ment to other departments. Initially,
the Exchange Credit Program will
focus on personal computers and
video terminals.

Affirmative Action Activities
In recognition of BNL's outstand-

ing achievement in doing business
with minority firms in 1983. the
Laboratory received the Disadvan-



taged Business Award from the U.S.
Department of Energy.

In 1984, trainee positions for elec-
tromechanical and mechanical tech-
nicians at the National Synchrotron
Light Source were established for
minorities and women. The posi-
tions are supported by operating
funds.

A commmunity outreach program
was started in the nearby town of
•Riverhead. During the school year,
volunteers from Brookhaven spent
two evenings a week introducing
youngsters to science and
computers.

Employee Fitness
To encourage employee health and

fitness, the new Parcourse Fitness
Circuit was built in 1984. The Par-
course is a series of 18 exercise sta-
tions set up on a 1.57-mile serpen-
tine trail in a pine woods. The course
loops through the woods so that no
station is very far from the entrance,
allowing employees who exercise at
lunch to complete as many stations
as they can in the time allowed.

Energy Management
At the end of September 1984,

building energy use at BNL had been
reduced by more than 19%. com-
pared to 1975, the base year set by
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

Two important programs have
contributed significantly in holding
down energy costs. Alternate liquid
fuels (ALF). developed at Brookhaven.
replace a la '•ge percentage of No. 6
fuel oil that would normally be used
for heating. Also, the Laboratory
receives less expensive electric power
from upstate New York, through an
agreement with the New York State
Power Authority.

Through our Energy Management
Program. Brookhaven received $1.2
million in 1984 from DOE for energy
conservation projects. That brings
our total to S13 million since this
program started in 1977.

Administrative Actions
Martin Blume — Appointed deputy
director of the Laboratory, with con-
tinuing oversight for low energy
physics and chemistry. Also
appointed acting chairman of the
National Synchrotron Light Source
Department.
Leonard Emma — Named head of a
new division. Safeguards and Emer-
gency Services.
Eugene Kelly — Appointed engi-
neering deputy to the associate
director for high energy physics
research.
Thaddeus Kycia — Appointed scien-
tific deputy to the associate director
for high energy physics research.
Bernard Manowitz — Reappointed
chairman of the Department of Ap-
plied Science for a term of five years.
Robert Palmer — Appointed asso-
ciate director for high energy physics
research.
Benno Schoenborn — Named head
of the Biology Department's newly-
created Center for Structural Biology
with title of associate chairman for
structural biology.
Richard Spellman — Named head of
the Central Shops Division following
the retirement of Robert Lehn.
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Financial Report

MIL COST ELEMENTS

The U.S. Department of Energy is our principal source of
income and accounted for 78 percent of the fiscal year
1984 total of $188.8 million in operating funds. Other Fed-
eral agencies, including the Department of Health and
Human Services, the Department of Defense, the Depart-
ment of State, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Environmental Protection Agency and the National
Science Foundation, contributed 20 percent of BNL's
operating funds. Non-Federal agencies supplied the
remaining two percent.

Capital equipment
budgets are funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy
and, in fiscal year 1984,
totaled $12.1 million. These
funds are used to purchase
instrumentation, compu-
ters, scientific apparatus
and office equipment.

Construction funds
amounted to $24 million.
Among the items spelled
out for fiscal year 1984 were
Phase n construction at the
National Synchrotron Light
Source, upgrading of the
steam plant, a new fire-
house and the heavy ion
transfer line between the
Alternating Gradient Syn-
chrotron and the Tandem
Van de Graaff.



BNL OPERATING FUNDS
MILLIONS

OF
DOLLARS

FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 200

TOTAL 163.1 175.2

High Energy & Nuclear Physics I I
Basic Energy Sciences I I
Environmental R&D LJM

188.8

Other DOE Programs
Other Programs
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Meetings

For this report period, April 1983 to September 1984, over
50 scientific meetings were held at Brookhaven, bringing
together researchers from across the nation and around
the world to discuss their work and share their ideas.

n April 1983. the
International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA)
held an Advisory
Group Meeting, which

I was attended by over
I 50 physicists from 12

IAEA-member countries. Nuclear level
density was the main topic of dis-
cussion during the meeting, titled
"Basic and Applied Problems on
Nuclear Level Densities."

Almost 300 physicists, bo(h exper-
imentalists and theorists represent-
ing more than a dozen nations,
joined forces in September 1983 to
discuss "Quark Matter "83" at the
Third International Conference on
Ultra Relativistic Nucleus-Nucleus
Collisions. The conference brought
together nuclear and high energy

physicists, who are eager to study
high energy collisions between heavy
ions.

The third National Conference on
Synchrotron Radiation Instrumenta-
tion, held in September 1983. drew
well over 200 physicists, chemists,
biologists and engineers. Such is the
growing popularity of synchrotron
radiation as a research tool, that
conferences are held on single
aspects of synchrotron radiation, in
this case, the instruments used in
machines built to produce the
radiation.

Also in September 1983, a four-day
workshop was held to discuss the
feasibility of using storage rings like
Brookhaven's National Synchrotron
Light Source (NSLS) to make free
electron lasers. The workshop was

jointly organized by the NSLS
Department and the Optical Society
of America.

A month later, the NSLS co-
sponsored another meeting, this
time with the Internationa] Society
for Optical Engineering. The confer-
ence was on advances in soft x-ray
science and technology, with x-ray
lithography as the dominant topic.

The world is full of good ideas, but
getting those ideas to market is
often a baffling and fruitless process
for an inventor. In October 1983,
Brookhaven hosted a two-day ses-
sion on "From Idea to Product: Mak-
ing It Happen." Some 16 workshops
tackled such areas as legal protec-
tion, sources of capital and Federal
programs to aid the inventor. The
workshop was sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Commerce, the U.S.
Department of Energy, and local
institutions and companies.

The ACS II Task Force, made up of
users of the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron. wa& assigned to make
recommendations about the impor-
tant physics that could be pursued
at this accelerator and about
machine modifications that should
be done to make such a program
successful. In February 1984, the
Task Force released its report. In
brief, the group concluded that con-
siderable forefront physics is still
obtainable from the AGS. given suit-
able modifications and additions.

A week-long symposium on Gas-
Liquid Chemistry of Natural Waters
was held in April 1984. The sympo-
sium centered on the photochemis-
try and chemical reactions in fresh
water, oceans, aerosols, cloud drop-
lets and rain.

In May 1984. scienti; ts gathered
from around the world for a confer-

The Third International Symposium on
the Production and Neutralization of
Negative lone and Beams was held in
November 1983. Over 70 researchers,
representing ten nations, met to discuss
negative hydrogen ions and beams,
polarized ions and heavier ions, for
fusion and other applications. Work on
negative hydrogen ion sources was pio-
neered at BNL.



ence on "Assessment of Risk
from Low-Level Exposure to
Radiation and Chemicals: A
Critical Overview." Sessions
focused on comparison of
mechanisms of carcinogenesis
by radiation and chemical
agents, theoretical aspects of
estimating risks, biological
mechanisms, and response
mechanisms.

Fifty health physicists and
nuclear engineers from ten
countries met at BNL in May
1984 to exchange information
and hold discussions on "His-
torical Dose Experience and
Dose Reduction (ALARA) at
Nuclear Power Plants." Empha-
sis was placed on understand-
ing causes for wide variations in
radiation exposure from plant
to plant and country to country,
and on the radiation protection
principle. ALARA, which stands
for keeping worker exposures
"as low as reasonably
achievable."

At the end of September
1984, the Biology Department
sponsored a symposium on
"The Molecular Basis of Aging."
Researchers and clinicians in
the field were brought together
to discuss cellular and molecu-
lar studies regarding the "wear
and tear" hypothesis of aging,
aging in cellular proteins,
changes in DNA with age, and
diseases featuring altered rates
of aging. Three symposium lec-
tures were opened to the public
in the evenings and drew large
audiences from surrounding
communities who came to hear
talks by noted authorities on
aging research.

BNL is proud of the honors accorded the staff in the last
year-and-a-half. We list here the highlights of this period:

Victor Bond (Directors Office) — Sr. U.S.
Scientist Award from Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation. Germany.
Richard Casten (Physics) — Sr. U.S.
Scientist Award from Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation. Germany.
Eugene Cronkite (MedicaJ) — A confer-
ence on Hematopoietic Cellular Prolifera-
tion was held in his honor and was
attended by over 400 of his colleagues
and students. Delivered the Henry M.
Stratton Distinguished Lecture. Ameri-
can Society of Hematology. December
1983.
Gordon Danby (Accelerator) — Won the
1983 Boris Pregel Award of the New York
Academy of Sciences for his distin-
guished contributions in accelerator
physics and superconducting magnet
technology.
John Dunn (Biology) — Winner of 1984
Lawrence Award for contributions of
great potential importance in determin-
ing modes of radiation damage, and to
the understanding of mechanisms by
which DNA is transcribed and processed
into functional messenger RNA.
Anthony Fainberg (Nuclear Energy) —
Selected by American Physical Society as
a 1983-84 Congressional Scientist
Fellow.
Maurice Goldhaber (AUl Distinguished
Scientist) — Received an honorary Doc-
tor of Science degree from SUNY at Stony
Brook.
Garman Harbottle and Edward Sayre
(Chemistry) — Joint winners of 1983
George Hevesey Medal for pioneering
work in the application of nuclear tech-
niques to art and archaeological
problems.
Joseph Hendrie (Nuclear Energy) —
Named President of the American
Nuclear Society.
William Higinbotham (Nuclear Energy)
— Awarded Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers Centennial Medal
for outstanding record ol technical
accomplishment.
Alexander Hollaender (Biology Consul-
tant) — Awarded the Enrico Fermi
Award.
Hugh Isaacs (Applied Science) —
Received 1983 Sam Tour Award from the

American Society for Testing and
Materials.
Herbert Kouts (Nuclear Energy) —
Received the American Nuclear Society's
Tommy Thompson Award for reactor
safety contributions.
Richard Lambrecht (Chemistry) —
Named a winner of the 1983 IR-100
Award for the development of a radio-
pharmaeeutica] delivery system.
John McTague (NSLS) — Appointed
Deputy Director of the Office of Science
and Technology Policy. Washington. D.C.
Roger Newman (f aclear Energy'). Hugh
Isaacs (Applied Science). Arthur Paskin
(Queens College). George Dienes (Phys-
ics) and Karl Sieradzki (Nuclear Energy)
— Cited by DOE's Division of Materials
Sciences for Outstanding Scientific
Accomplishment in Metallurgy and
Ceramics in the 1983 Materials Sciences
Research Competition.
Vincent O'Leary (Directors Office) —
Received DOE energy award for leader-
ship and management of BNL's energy
conservation program.
Veljko Radeka (Instrumentaiion) —
Received 1983 Merit Award from the
Nuclear and Plasma Sciences Society of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers. Also awarded Society's Cen-
tennial Medal for outstanding record of
technical accomplishment.
M. Joseph Rose (Plant Engineering) —
Received DOE energy award for develop-
ing Alternate Liquid Fuel.
Jane Setlow (Biology) — Received award
from the Metropolitan Chapter of the
Association for Women in Science for her
contributions to science in biophysics.
Stephen Shapiro (Physics) —Awarded
Yamada Science Foundation Fellowship.
David Welch (Applied Science) —
Received the Best Article Award from the
International Cryogenics Materials Con-
ference for research on the interaction of
stress with the martensitic phase transi-
tion in A15 compounds.
Alfred Wolf (Chemistry) — Received an
honorary Doctor of Science degree from
the University of Uppsala, Sweden, for his
pioneering work in hot atom chemistry
and the use of positron emitters in bio-
medical research.
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